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Abstract
One day there will be humanoid robots among us doing our boring, time-consuming,
or dangerous tasks. They might cook a delicious meal for us or do the groceries. For
this to become reality, many advances need to be made to the artificial intelligence
of humanoid robots. The ever-increasing available computational processing power
opens new doors for such advances. In this thesis we develop novel algorithms for
humanoid control and vision that harness this power. We apply these methods on an
iCub humanoid upper-body with 41 degrees of freedom.
For control, we develop Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics (NGIK), a sampling-
based optimiser that applies natural evolution strategies to perform inverse kinematics.
The resulting algorithm makes very few assumptions and gives much more freedom in
definable constraints than its Jacobian-based counterparts. A special graph-building
procedure is introduced to build Task-Relevant Roadmaps (TRM) by iteratively ap-
plying NGIK and storing the results. TRMs form searchable graphs of kinematic
configurations on which a wide range of task-relevant humanoid movements can be
planned. Through coordinating several instances of NGIK, a fast parallelised version
of the TRM building algorithm is developed. To contrast the oﬄine TRM algorithms,
we also develop Natural Gradient Control which directly uses the optimisation pass
in NGIK as an online control signal.
For vision, we develop dynamic vision algorithms that form cyclic information
flows that affect their own processing. Deep Attention Selective Networks (dasNet)
implement feedback in convolutional neural networks through a gatingmechanism that
is steered by a policy. Through this feedback, dasNet can focus on different features in
the image in light of previously gathered information and improve classification, with
state-of-the-art results at the time of publication. Then, we develop PyraMiD-LSTM,
which processes 3D volumetric data by employing a novel convolutional Long Short-
TermMemory network (C-LSTM) to compute pyramidal contexts for every voxel, and
combine them to perform segmentation. This resulted in state-of-the-art performance
on a segmentation benchmark.
The work on control and vision is integrated into an application on the iCub robot.
A Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM is developed that dynamically generates weights
v
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for a C-LSTM layer given actions of the robot. An explorative policy using NGC
generates a stream of data, which the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM has to predict. The
resulting integrated system learns to model the effects of head and hand movements
and their effects on future visual input. To our knowledge, this is the first effective
visual prediction system on an iCub.
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General
a ∈ Rn Refers to a vector a with n real values.
dim(x) The dimensionality of space x, orX if x ∈ X , where x is a sample
of space X
xy or x · y Multiplication of x and y. If x and y are matrices, this becomes a
matrix multiplication.
| · | `1-norm of a vector.
‖ · ‖2 `2-norm of a vector.
‖ · ‖∞ `∞-norm of a vector.
a
ρ←− b Used for updating parameters; defined as: an+1 = ρan+(1−ρ)bn,
where a, b ∈ RN .
a← b Is defined as a 1←− b
θ A set of parameters
fθ(x) A function parameterised by θ, with input x. In principle θ is
just another input and can be written as f(θ, x), but the former
distinguishes training parameters and input
∇xf(x) Gradient of function f(x) towards input x
E(y, yˆ) A function measuring the error between the actual and desired
output of a function
•; a0,• Selects a dimension in multi-dimensional array. E.g. if a ∈ RN×M
is a matrix, then a0,• ∈ RM selects the first row.
Part I: Control
q ∈ Q Joint parameter vector q in parameter-space Q
τ ∈ T Task space vector τ in task-space T
P Kinematic configuration-space
T Task-space
∇˜xf(x) Natural Gradient of function f(x) towards input x
Part II: Vision
x Generally refers to input to a function
y Generally used as an output of a function
yˆ Generally used as the desired output of a function
tanh(x) = ex−e−xex+e−x The tanh function. If x is a vector, the function is applied element-
wise.
σ(x) = 11+e−x The sigmoid function. If x is a vector, the function is applied
element-wise.
softmax(xi) = e
xi
Σje
xj The softmax function. Often used for classification as the outputs
can be interpreted directly as probabilities.
ReLu(xi) = max(xi, 0) The Rectified Linear (ReLu) function. Simply assures a value is
non-negative, by returning 0 for negative numbers.
x ∗ f Convolution operation (explained in Section 7.5).
a⊕ b Concatenation of two vectors a ∈ R|a| and b ∈ R|b|. The resulting
vector is a⊕ b ∈ R|a|+|b|.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Figure 1.1. Mechanical Knight A humanoid designed by Leonardo da Vinci; the robot can
move through a mechanical contraption connected to ‘tendons’.
Photo by Erik Moller. Leonardo da Vinci. Mensch - Erfinder - Genie exhibit, Berlin 2005.
Many have dreamed about a robot that cleans their rooms or performs other boring
or dangerous task for them. For many scenarios, it is thought that this robot should
be human-like in shape and size since these prospective jobs exist in environments
that are designed for us. For example, a cooking robotic should be able to reach the
table top and use the same utensils that we do. Such a human-like robot is called a
humanoid.
Decades of research have gone into the development of humanoids, but in many
ways the field is still at the beginning stage and many advancements are needed to
reach a point where we can walk into a store and buy a new house-robot. One of the
most promising developments in recent years is the amazing increase in available
computational power. The result is that completely new approaches to humanoid
1
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intelligence become possible, that were previously unthinkable. This thesis describes
our advancements we made in this field that utilise this new found computational
power for novel approaches to humanoid control and visual processing.
1.1 Humanoids
The dream of mechanical machines that perform our menial, boring or difficult tasks
has existed for centuries. The Greek mythologies contain many artificial beings, such
as the bronze man Talos that defended Crete. The ancient Chinese Lie Zi text talks
about an inventor Yan Shi that made an automaton resembling a human.
More realistically, around 10-70 AD, the famous inventor Heron of Alexandria
designed the first ‘robot’; a mechanical table that was programmable by adding strings
of different lengths. This is one of the first designs of what we would later call robots
after the Czech writer Karel Čapek coined the term in 1921. Leonardo da Vinci
designed the famous Mechanical Knight (see Figure 1.1), one of the first human
inspired robots, applying his deep knowledge of human anatomy. One of his main
insights was to give the mechanical robot tendons that ran through the arms and
were controlled centrally. This was useful to reduce the complexity and weight of the
device.
1.2 Intelligence
Although all these robots were inventive, they were ahead of their time; they never
were able to perform complex tasks since there was no technology that could perform
the needed information processing and control. The main ingredient missing was
artificial intelligence. There simply was no technology to do computations on the
scale necessary to do complex movements similar to humans, or to perform complex
visual processing.
The human brain, that controls our body and performs visual processing, has about
100 billion neurons. About 20 billion of them are in the neo-cortex, the largest part of
our brain, associated with complex information processing of which a large part is
dedicated to visual processing (estimates vary between 20% and 60% depending on
how general we define ‘visual processing’ [Belliveau et al., 1991]).
Most neurons are in the cerebellum, about 60- to 80 billion, but these neurons
are much smaller and the cerebellum takes up only 10% of the total brain volume.
This part of the brain is mostly concerned with movements of the body. Finally, many
neurons in the spine perform their own information processing and implement many
reflexes.
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Universal Computation It might seem that this daunting complexity means we
could never reproduce the intelligence needed for a humanoid in a computer. How can a
computer, which can only add, multiply, compare and load and store numbers, perform
functions as complex as the brain can? This problem was tackled in the early to mid
30’s, after Gödel, 1931 invented the first universal formal language based on integers
to prove the inherent limits to mathematics. Church, 1936 extended Gödels work and
developed the equally powerful Lambda Calculus to prove the Entscheidungsproblem.
These languages existed completely in mathematics and did not translate to a physical
computing machine. This changed when Turing, 1936, advised by Church, proved the
Entscheidungsproblem using his physically realisable, and fantastically inefficient,
universal Turing Machine. Later, Post, 1936, would invent another Turing Machine
equivalent language, and the first efficient computation machines were designed
independently by Zuse, 1936; Zuse, 1967.
The main result of these works is the famous theory of universal computation,
which showed that when a computational system has a certain small set of instructions,
it can compute any complex function we can think of. Thus, there is no ‘higher
complexity’ which neurons have, that cannot in principle be achieved by computers.
The question remains if this theoretical ability can be achieved in reality. Nowadays,
computers are incredibly fast, with a modern graphics card being able to perform
trillions (1000 billion!) instructions per second. This gives hope that we start to reach
the processing power that can achieve the capabilities of the human brain.
However, this power is meaningless if we don’t know how to use it! Which set of
instructions leads a robot to perform a complex movement, or visually recognise a
person? Such sets of instructions are called algorithms, which are essentially recipes
for the computer to follow. The objective of this thesis is to find novel algorithms
that can employ this massive computational power for humanoid control and visual
processing.
1.3 The iCub
The humanoid that is used throughout this thesis is the iCub [Tsagarakis et al., 2007;
Metta et al., 2008] (see Figure 1.2). The iCub is a humanoid robot designed by the
Italian Institute of Technology as part of the EU project RobotCub and is used in
many research labs across Europe. The unique part about the iCub is that its design is
open-source, both for hardware and software, which makes sure it is continuously
developed and improved upon. The robot has movement capabilities similar to that of
humans; it can move its head, waist, arms and legs, and even its eyes, giving it 53
degrees of freedom. In comparison, a common robot arm in a car factory has only six
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Figure 1.2. The iCub Humanoid The iCub is a complex humanoid robot with many degrees
of freedom, designed to perform human-like motions.
degrees of freedom. The research in this thesis is done on a leg-less iCub mounted on
a metal mount, giving it 41 degrees of freedom.
An interesting design choice is that the torso, arms, and fingers are controlled
through metal tendons, which are connected to electric motors centred in the torso
and hip. This mimics human physiology, where tendons with muscles are the main
actuators, and is similar to the Mechanical Knight designed by da Vinci (see Fig-
ure 1.1). The advantage is that the weight is centred around the base of the robot,
relieving the arms of heavy electric motors. The tendons also function as physical
force limiters; they are designed to break under loads that would otherwise destroy
the robot internally.
To give an idea of the complexity of the robot, several design diagrams are shown
in Figure 1.3. The head contains 6 motors, 2 to tilt the head, 1 to rotate it, 2 to control
the direction of the eyes and 1 to control the vergence (how much the eyes point
towards each other). The arms have 16 joints each, 7 of which control the angle and
rotation of the shoulder and elbow, and 1 turns the wrist. The other 9 control the hand,
of which 2 control the direction of the thumb, 1 controls the spreading of the fingers,
and the other 6 bend and flex the thumb, index and middle finger, and the last bends
the 2 last fingers. Finally, the robot can bend forward and sideways, and turn around
its waist, using 3 hip-joints.
Sensors The iCub has several sensors to obtain information from its environment.
Two movable cameras placed in the head function as eyes, each capturing colour
images at a resolution of 640× 480 at a frequency of 30 Hz. The head also contains
two microphones placed at the position of its ‘ears’ so it can hear, but these are not
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used in this thesis. The joints have internal sensors to detect the rotation of the joints,
giving the robot proprioseption, necessary to determine the current state of the robot
and give the right control commands. Finally, the fingertips have capacitive touch
sensors capable of detecting contact with conductive surfaces.
Software The iCub software environment relies on the YARP (Yet Another Robot
Platform) framework [Metta et al., 2006]. This framework builds a unified messag-
ing layer accessible over different computers on the same network. It provides an
abstraction layer that lets services transparently open ports, and send and receive data
through them under low latencies. It is used for all data communication, from sending
video capture from the cameras to sending control commands to the electric motors.
The iCub itself has an internal CPU running a real-time variant of Debian Linux.
The individual electric motors have their own controller boards, which perform low-
level control. The control boards implement several PID-controllers, which receive
desired velocities or position for the motors and output the right amount of power to
them.
1.4 Research Questions
The main goal of this thesis is to advance the field of humanoid robotics to get closer
to the dream of a humanoid that cleans our room or cooks a delicious meal for us. To
this end, we will develop novel algorithms that are designed to make use of the recent
massive increase in computational power.
Our work is guided by the following research questions:
Main Research Question:
What innovations are needed to harness the vast amount of computational power to
advance humanoid robotics?
This question is pragmatic in nature, which is needed for an applied field like that of
robotics. We don’t necessarily look for the most biologically plausible approaches,
and neither do we aim for the most mathematically precise. We want novel algorithms
that are designed to harness the available computational power and have clear benefits
that serve to advance the field. This has led to two sub-directions with corresponding
questions:
Research Question 1:
What innovations are needed for humanoid robotic control to harness the vast amount
of computational power, and what are the benefits?
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Robotic control is a complex problem with decades of research behind it. However,
many of the algorithms in the field were designed to have a low computational over-
head, such as Jacobian-based approaches (see Section 2.3.1). We will introduce a
novel sampling based approach that applies Natural Evolution Strategies (see Sec-
tion 3.2) to get rid of many limitations that are present in the traditional approaches,
at a higher computational cost. This question is addressed in Part I of the thesis,
comprising Chapter 2 to Chapter 6.
Research Question 2:
What innovations are needed for computer vision algorithms to harness the vast
amount of computation power, and what are the benefits?
The main recent advances in computer vision come from neural networks, introduced
in Chapter 7, and especially their convolutional variants (Section 7.5). These ap-
proaches already stretch the current hardware to their computational limits, but the
hardware has also kept evolving. We will develop algorithms that push these limits
further by incorporating visual feedback in several ways to improve the state of the art.
This research question is addressed in Part II of this thesis, in Chapter 7 to Chapter 10.
These algorithms are evaluated on datasets that are not related to humanoid robots.
Research Question 3:
How can the algorithms emerging from Part I and Part II be integrated in an actual
application on a humanoid? Part I and Part II investigate control algorithms and
computer vision algorithms in isolation. The question remains how the products of
these two directions can come together to benefit humanoid robotics in synchrony. In
the final Part III we show how our developments in control (Part I) and vision (Part
II) are integrated and can work together to learn models of the world that can predict
future observations.
1.5 Overview of Thesis
This thesis develops several algorithms that make use of the massive computational
power of today’s computers. These algorithms are divided over three parts, each
comprising several chapters:
Part I: Control The first part concerns our advancements in control algorithms
for a humanoid.
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Chapter 2: Control of a Humanoid This chapter introduces the background needed
for this part of the thesis, explaining how the movement of a humanoid robot is
formalised.
Chapter 3: Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics This chapter introduces theNat-
ural Evolution Strategies algorithms that were developed by Wierstra et al.,
2014 and Glasmachers et al., 2010a. Using these algorithms, we develop our
algorithm called Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics (NGC), which forms
the basis of our approach to control. This work was published in 2013 [M. F.
Stollenga et al., 2013b].
Chapter 4: Task-Relevant Roadmaps Using NGC, we develop an algorithm to
build Task-Relevant Roadmaps (TRM); graphs formed by kinematic configura-
tions such that robotic movements can be planned. This work was published
in 2013 [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013b] accompanied with a video [M. F. Stol-
lenga et al., 2013a], which won the AAAI Video award of 2013.
Chapter 5: Parallelising TRM To make use of multi-core computers we developed
a parallel version of TRM which was applied on a fast 64-core computer
speeding op the TRM construction process. This work was published in 2014
[M. F. Stollenga et al., 2014].
Chapter 6: Natural Gradient Control The graphs of a TRM are useful, but have
disadvantages. In this chapter we take a new look to the NGIK algorithm and
adapt it, such that it runs as an online optimisation algorithm which constantly
outputs a control signal used to control the humanoid. The resulting Natural
Gradient Control (NGC) algorithm was published in 2015 [M. F. Stollenga
et al., 2015].
Part II: Vision In this part we leave the control algorithms behind us and focus on
how computation power can be improve visual processing algorithms. We develop
algorithms that incorporate attention mechanisms that give them more control over
what is processed when. This dynamic aspect allows for better utilisation of the
accessible computation power.
Chapter 7: Artificial Neural Networks In this chapter we introduce the background
of Artificial Neural Network (NNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
and their variants that form the basis of our algorithms.
Chapter 8: Deep Attention Selective Neural Networks With NNs as a basis, we
develop our own Deep Attention Selective Neural Networks (dasNet). Using an
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attentional mechanism, dasNet controls its own visual attention which resulted
in state-of-the-art performance at the time of its publication. This work was
developed in joint work with Jonathan Masci and published in a shared first-
author paper [M. F. Stollenga* and J. Masci* et al., 2014].
Chapter 9: Pyramidal Multi-Dimensional Long Short-Term Memory Networks
Inspired by dasNet, we develop an advanced volumetric segmentation algo-
rithm that applies Long Short-Term Memory networks to perform adaptive
processing, resulting in state-of-the-art performance in biological volumetric
segmentation. This algorithm was developed in joint work with Wonmin Byeon
and was published in a shared first-author paper [M. F. Stollenga* and W.
Byeon* et al., 2015].
Part III: Integration This final part serves as a proof-of-concept on how the
advancements made in the first two parts can be applied to the humanoid robot.
Chapter 10: Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM In this chapter, we integrate our work
from Part 1 and Part 2 into an application on the robot. We develop a novel
variant of the PyraMiD-LSTM that can predict future images from an image
stream, resulting in the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM. The robot is controlled
by the NGC algorithm to explore a hand movement. The result is a system that
can create non-trivial predictions of future observations for several time steps
into the future. This serves as an example of how the algorithms introduced in
this thesis can work together.
Chapter 11: Conclusion In this final chapter, we review our contributions in this
thesis, draw conclusions and look at possible future work.
9 1.5 Overview of Thesis
Figure 1.3. Diagrams of the iCub The iCub is a complex robot with many joints. These
diagrams show the head, arms and torso, giving an idea of the complexity of the robot. The
designs are open and available through a Subversion repository, published by the Italian
Institute of Technology [iCub Mechanical Drawings (Subversion Repository)].
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Part I
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Chapter 2
Control of a Humanoid
One of the main differences between a robot and a regular desktop computer, is the
ability of the robot to move and interact with the environment. The first part of this
thesis will involve algorithms that are designed to move the iCub humanoid. In this
chapter, we will first introduce the basic formalisation of robotic control.
Moving a robot in desired ways is a hard problem, which gets harder the more
complex the robot gets. For a simple two-wheeled robot, we can still manually figure
out a control algorithm: turn the right wheels to turn left, turn the left wheels to
turn right, and turn both wheels to move forward. However, for a humanoid like the
iCub upper body with 41 degrees of freedom, such simple approaches do not work.
Therefore, we need algorithms that translate a high-level description of our desired
motion to lower level commands for the robot.
We will introduce the formalisms used in robot kinematics and the typical ap-
proaches used in this field. Most of these approaches are fundamentally limited due
to strict formalisations of the kinematic problem that constrain the type of desired
motion that can be expressed. In the following chapters, we will develop algorithms
to control the humanoid that are more computationally intensive, but are much more
flexible and thus try to remedy the limitations of other algorithms.
2.1 Kinematic Chain
A humanoid is built of rigid bodies connected through joints, controlled by electric
motors, and links, which are rigid connections (see Figure 2.1). By turning these
motors, the joint angles change and the robot moves. The state of a joint is described
by its angle and angular velocity. In this thesis we will generally ignore the angular
velocities, and let the lower level controllers take care of them.
Ignoring the angular velocity, we represent all joint angles in a single vector
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Figure 2.1. Robot Arm The topology of a robot is defined with a base and rigid bodies that
are connected through joints and links. The robot moves through changing the angles of its
joints, {q0, q1 . . . qn} = q
.
q ∈ Q ∈ RJ , called the joint parameters of the robot. HereQ is the set of all possible
joint parameters, and J is the number of joints. The i’th joint is denoted by qi ∈ R,
where i is an index between 1 and J , and qi is a real-valued number describing the
angle.
To formally represent the topology of the robot, we first define the base of the
robot, typically the hip or the torso, which forms our point of reference. We follow
the skeletal structure from the base to each body part1, forming a chain. For example,
the finger connects to the hand, the hand to the arm, the arm to the torso and the
torso to the hip of the robot. Each of these connections can be represented by a
transformation, and these transformations can be chained together to calculate the
location and orientation of each body part. The body part that is typically used for
manipulation, such as a gripper and the hand of a humanoid, is called an end effector.
The resulting chains are represented by a tree structure called the kinematic chain.
Given a set of joint parameters and the kinematic chain the positions and orientations
of all body parts can be calculated, collectively called the kinematic configuration.
This calculation is called forward kinematics.
2.2 Forward Kinematics
To calculate the kinematic configuration of the robot, we use transformation matrices
to represent the transformations resulting from the kinematic chain. Transformations
define rotations, e.g. to represent the rotation caused by a joint, and translations, e.g.
to represent a link between two joints. Given a vector v ∈ R3 in Cartesian space,
1For most robots we use the term rigid bodies to refer to parts of the robot, but since humanoids
are human-like we refer to them as body parts.
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Figure 2.2. Rotation Matrix To define a rotation matrix, the rotations over all three axes
have to be considered. Rotation of the x-axis is called the roll, over the y-axis is called the
pitch, and over the z-axis is called the yaw.
the transformation matrix R ∈ R3×3 can be used to calculate the transformed vector
vtransformed by matrix multiplication:
v =
xy
z
 (2.1)
vtransformed = R · v (2.2)
Rotation If we define an x-, y- and z-axis, a rotation over the x-axis is called roll,
over the y-axis is called the pitch and over the z-axis is called yaw, as shown in
Figure 2.2. The corresponding transformation matrices are:
Ryaw(α) =
cosα − sinα 0sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 (2.3)
Rpitch(β) =
 cos β 0 sin β0 1 0
− sin β 0 cos β
 (2.4)
Rroll(γ) =
1 0 00 cos γ − sin γ
0 sin γ cos γ
 (2.5)
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A general transformation matrix can be built by multiplying these matrices:2
Ryaw,pitch,roll(α, β, γ) = Ryaw(α) ·Rpitch(β) ·Rroll(γ) (2.6)
(2.7)
Translations To add translations within this framework, we represent the positions
with a vector v that holds the x, y and z position and a fourth value 1:
v =

x
y
z
1
 (2.8)
This allows us to combine translations, defined by a vector t = {tx, ty, tz} ∈ R3, and
rotations in a single matrix 4× 4:
R(α, β, γ, t) =
R(α, β, γ)
tx
ty
tz
0 0 0 1
 (2.9)
This final transformation matrix is parameterised by parameters α, β, γ, t. Note that
the matrix turns into an identity matrix if all parameters are 0. All joints and links
in the iCub can be represented by these transformations. For joints, the parameters
depend on their angle qi, whereas links are rigid and have a fixed parameterisation. In
general, we write R(q) to show a certain transformation matrix depends on the joint
parameters.
Since matrix multiplications are linear, the sequence of transformations in the
kinematic chain can be calculated efficiently by multiplying all matrices. For example,
the position of the hand is calculated from the base position as follows:
vhand = (2.10)
Rlowerarm→hand(q) ·Rupperarm→lowerarm(q)· (2.11)
Rtorso→upperarm(q) ·Rbase→torso(q) · vbase = (2.12)
Rbase→hand · vbase (2.13)
2The order of rotations matters and is chosen to fit the corresponding joint. Here we show one
example of ordering.
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Orientation To calculate the orientation of a body part, for example the hand, we
define a vector pointing in a certain direction with respect to the relevant body part
and calculate the final orientation. E.g. we could be interested in a vector coming out
of the palm of the hand:
vpalm_dir = vpalm_point − vhand (2.14)
where vpalm_point is calculated by adding a translation transformation:
vpalm_point = Rhand→palm_point ·Rbase→hand · vbase (2.15)
To quickly calculate such directional vectors, the full transformationmatrixRbase→hand
is stored during the calculation of forward kinematics.
Both position v and orientation r of all body parts can now be efficiently calculated.
In general, we call the set of all positions and orientations of body parts the kinematic
configuration p:
p = {(vlefthand , rlefthand), (vrighthand , rrighthand), . . . } ∈ P (2.16)
To simplify notation we use function f , called the forward kinematics function, to
describe the process of calculating the kinematic configuration p from given joint
parameters q as described above:
f(q) = p (2.17)
Software In this thesis, we apply the MoBeE framework [Frank et al., 2012] for
forward kinematics. It takes an XML configuration file which defines the topology
of the robot including all joints and performs fast forward kinematics and collision
detection using the SOLID 3.5.6 [libSolid: Collision detection library.] collision
detection library. Additionally, external objects can be added tomodel the environment,
which are included in the collision detection. The resulting kinematic configurations
can also be visualised.
2.3 Inverse Kinematics
As discussed, the forward kinematics function f calculates the kinematic configuration
p given the joint parameters q.
f(q) = p (2.18)
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Figure 2.3. Inverse Kinematics IK tries to find joint parameters fitting a desired kinematic
configuration. This is a hard problem since there are typically many, or even infinitely many,
solutions. Finding stable methods that deal with these problems is one of the main goals of
IK.
But to control the robot we need the reverse: given the desired configuration of body
parts we want to find the corresponding joint parameters. This problem is called
inverse kinematics:
f−1(p) = q (2.19)
where f−1 is the inverse of the forward kinematics function, and p is (a subset of)
a kinematic configuration. Although f is easily computed, its inverse f−1 cannot
usually be computed directly and may not even be a well-defined function. Firstly,
it is not known if a solution even exists for the desired configuration p. And if there
is, there are typically multiple (if not infinite) solutions. Figure 2.3 shows several
solutions for a two-dimensional arm where the gripper is in the desired position and
orientation. With only a few degrees of freedom in a two-dimensional world, there
are already infinite solutions to this problem. This problem only gets bigger as we go
to three-dimensional spaces and many degrees of freedom.
One solution is to constrain the problem such that there is only one defined solution
and f−1 can be analytically expressed [Chang, 1987; Hemami, 1987; Kauschke, 1996].
Due to the non-linearity and size of the joint parameter space, this is very difficult
and is only realistic in very constrained settings.
2.3.1 Jacobian-based Approaches
A more popular approach is to give up on getting a global analytic expression of
f−1 and resort to local iterative optimisation. We can define a positive real-valued
error function over a kinematic configuration p that decreases as we get closer to our
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desired configuration p′:
E(f(q), p′) ¾ 0 (2.20)
q∗ = min
q
E(f(q), p′) (2.21)
We can then find the optimal joint parameters q∗ that minimise error E by calculating
the gradient towards the joint parameters and use that in our optimisation:
∇qE(f(q), p′) (2.22)
A simple way would be to iteratively follow the negative of the gradient until function
E does not decrease anymore:
qnew = q −∇qE(f(q), p′) (2.23)
Jacobian To calculate the gradient of the error function E towards the joint param-
eters, the derivative has to be calculated through all transformation matrices in the
kinematic chain. Since these matrices have vector valued outputs there is no ‘regular’
gradient; instead, it is a matrix formed by all first-order partial derivatives for all com-
binations of elements in the output and input vector. This matrix is called the Jacobian
Matrix [Wolovich and Elliott, 1984; Zohdy et al., 1989]. Control methods that use the
gradient are thus said to be Jacobian based or gradient based controllers [Paul and
Shimano, 1979; Angeles, 1985; Goldenberg et al., 1985; Tsai and Morgan, 1985].
However, these Jacobian approaches have several problems. Since the search space
is highly nonlinear, and the gradient is only a local linearisation of this search-space,
simply following the gradient can result in sub-optimal solutions. Typical examples
are local minima, where the solver gets stuck in a local dip in the search space, or
plateaus where the gradient is very small causing the solver to waste many iterations.
Singularities, areas of the search space where the gradient misbehaves, are another
big problem. Such problems can occur when there is no solution to the desired
kinematic configuration, e.g. when a goal is out of reach. Or when regularisations
of the search space, that were added to help the solver, interact in complex ways and
cause the search-space to be ill-defined.
Another example is shown in Figure 2.4, where a robotic arm is completely
stretched, and the goal is to move the arm down (denoted by the red arrow). The
gradient does not give a solution here because every change in joint angles results in a
sideways movement, orthogonal to the desired goal. Only after the arm is slightly bent,
the gradient will result in the right movement. These problems are increasingly present
when the complexity of the robot increases and are especially true for a humanoid
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Figure 2.4. Singularities Singularities are points in function space where said function
behaves abnormally, and are a big problem for IK. In this example, an arm extended upwards
and now needs to move back down (denoted by the red arrow). However, in this stretched
position the gradient around this kinematic configuration is zero, since every local movement
of the joints results in horizontal movement of the gripper; not vertical. Such points are
problematic for gradient based controllers.
robot.
Still, Jacobian-based approaches are still very popular. For example, Baerlocher
and Boulic, 2004 applied Jacobian control to humanoids. However, setting up the
constraints properly is still an involved process and the search space has to be reduced
to keep the degrees of freedom under control.
2.4 Sampling-based Approaches
Inspired by these problems, researchers have recently turned to ignoring the gradients
altogether by using sampling based approaches [Dutra et al., 2008; Hecker et al., 2008;
Courty and Arnaud, 2008; Graça Marcos et al., 2009]. Sampling based algorithms
explore the search space by evaluating the error functionE(f(q), p) using only forward
kinematic calculations. By ‘guessing’ new parameter vectors q in systematic ways,
they try to find parameter vectors with an increasingly lower error.
Metropolis-Hastings A famous sampling algorithm is Metropolis-Hastings sam-
pling (MH; Metropolis et al., 1953). MH is designed to generate samples from a
complex distribution p(x) that is hard to sample from, by using a simpler distribu-
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tion (we will use a normal distribution) r(x′|x) = N (x′ | x,Σ). Generally written
p(x) = f(x)/Z, where f can be a complex function and Z is the normalisation
constant such that the probabilities sum to 1:
∫∞
−∞ p(x) ≡ 1. However Z is unknown
and might be practically impossible to calculate, thus making sampling difficult. To
get around this, MH keeps track of a sample x′, and samples a new sample from the
simple distribution which has this sample x′ as its first moment x′′ ∼ N (x′,Σ). This
sample is then accepted with a probability of
paccept(x′′ | x′) =min(1, p(x
′′) ·N (x′ | x′′,Σ)
p(x′) ·N (x′′ | x′,Σ) ) (2.24)
=min(1, f(x
′′)
f(x′) ). (2.25)
The last step is possible since the normalisation constant Z cancels out, and the
normal distribution is symmetric and cancels out as well. If the sample is accepted
it will be kept x′ = x′′ and otherwise discarded x′ = x′. This process is repeated a
satisfactory number of times, often determined empirically.
To use MH for optimisation, the function f can be set to be f(x) = exp(−c(x)),
where c(x) is a cost function. If we take Σ = σ · I, it is known that if we decrease
σ → 0 infinitely slowly the accepted sample will correspond with the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimate; the sample with the highest probability. This MAP sample
from p(x) = f(x)/Z then coincides with the sample with minimum cost. This process
is similar to Simulated Annealing which has been used for robotic control [Dutra
et al., 2008]
Sequential Importance Resampling MH uses only one sample at a time. It
seems more efficient to take several samples at each step to perform a wider search
of the search space. A method that does that is Sequential Importance Resampling
(SIR; Kitagawa, 1996; Gordon et al., 1993). Instead of one sample x′, SIR holds
a set of samples x′i, i = 1 · · ·N , which represent the distribution. By sequentially
generating new samples and weighting them accordingly, SIR is more robust for
complex distributions (for details of this algorithm see [Gordon et al., 1993]).
The sampling based approaches do not use any gradient information and avoid
the problems with singularities of Jacobian based algorithms. However, their lack
of gradient information typically makes them slower and thus they require more
computational power. Given the advantages they give and the increase in general
computational power available, this is becoming a compelling trade-off. This is seen
by an increase of robotic control algorithms using sampling based approaches such
as Simulated Annealing [Dutra et al., 2008], Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) [Courty
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and Arnaud, 2008], and particle filters [Hecker et al., 2008]. The latter has even been
used in the computer game ‘Spore’ to control creatures created by the player with
unpredictable arbitrary kinematic chains. This flexibility is unique to sampling-based
approaches and is the basis of the control algorithms developed in this thesis.
2.5 Control
We make a distinction between dynamic control and kinematic control. With dynamic
control, we refer to control algorithms that directly compute the forces for the motors
of the robot, and thus take the dynamics of the robot into account. With kinematic
control, we refer to algorithms that result in static kinematic configurations that are
used as targets for another program that calculates the forces. This thesis concerns
only kinematic control, allowing us to focus on the kinematic form of the movements
and ignore the dynamical aspect, which would require much more detailed physical
models of the robot. Extending the methods in this thesis to dynamical control is left
for future work.
2.6 State of the Art
IK has had a long history of research employing varied methods; from direct solvers,
to iterated optimisation and online learning [Paul and Shimano, 1979; Angeles, 1985;
Goldenberg et al., 1985; Tsai and Morgan, 1985; Atkeson et al., 1997; Ijspeert et
al., 2002]. The traditional approach to IK is to explicitly find f−1 by constraining
the problem until a closed form solution is obtained [Chang, 1987; Hemami, 1987;
Kauschke, 1996]. This approach is very fast, but requires careful engineering and
is restrictive in the constraints that can be used. Numerical approaches indirectly
find f−1 by iterative optimisation using the gradient ∇f , often by calculating the
pseudo-inverse or transpose of the Jacobian [Wolovich and Elliott, 1984; Zohdy et al.,
1989]. Recent work applies such methods to humanoid robots [Baerlocher and Boulic,
2004] and adds an efficient way to handle prioritised hard constraints. However, the
constraints have to be set up carefully and the dimensionality of the system has to be
controlled to compute the inverse efficiently. Also, Jacobian methods only look at the
local slope and don’t take the curvature and non-linearity of f into account.
Current robotic control systems are hard to set up, relying on strict formulations
of kinematics, that put limits on the constraints that can be used to design movements
[Hemami, 1987; Kauschke, 1996; Hsu et al., 1997; LaValle, 2006; Choset et al.,
2005; Hsu et al., 2006]. To allow for more freedom in the constraints, sampling
methods have been used [Dutra et al., 2008; Hecker et al., 2008; Courty and Arnaud,
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2008; Graça Marcos et al., 2009]. These methods only use the forward model f for
evaluation, relieving constraints like continuity and smoothness on f , but they do not
scale well to high-dimensional kinematic models.
2.7 Concluding Remarks
As we have seen, controlling a robot is a complex problem and an ongoing field of
research. Most of the algorithms in the field solve the problem by constraining it until
it can be solved analytically or using Jacobian-based approaches.
Relatively new in the field are sampling-based approaches which use more compu-
tation power but allow for a lot more freedom in defining the movements of the robot.
We will continue in this direction and introduce sampling-based algorithms that allow
for flexible control of humanoid robots. The higher use of computational power is
offset by the flexibility the method gives. Also, we develop ways to reuse previous
calculations, parallelise the algorithm and provide an online version, to mitigate the
computational burden.
Chapter 3 introduces Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics (NGIK), the basis
of our approaches to IK. Chapter 4 applies NGIK to build reusable task-relevant
roadmaps (TRM) to plan movements on the iCub. A parallelised algorithm to build
TRMs is shown in Chapter 5. Finally, an online adaptation of NGIK, called Natural
Gradient Control, is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
Natural Gradient Inverse
Kinematic
In Chapter 2 we introduced the control problem. We notice that Jacobian based
control algorithms lack flexibly definable constraints. The most flexible algorithms
are sampling-based, but they require many forward kinematics evaluations and are
thus computationally expensive [Dutra et al., 2008; Courty and Arnaud, 2008; Hecker
et al., 2008].
In this chapter, we develop Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics (NGIK), a
sampling-based approach to inverse kinematics. NGIK makes the computational
burden manageable by using the powerful sampling-based optimiser called Natural
Evolution Strategies, developed byWierstra et al., 2014 and Glasmachers et al., 2010a.
In contrast to most IK methods, this algorithm performs inverse kinematics without
the use of gradients or inverses of the forward kinematics function f . The result is a
flexible algorithm applicable to a wide range of tasks and can be used on complex
robots like a humanoid.
The following sections introduce the concepts used for NGIK, and develops the
algorithm itself. The following three chapters extend our work on NGIK, by applying
NGIK for planning, speed up the algorithm using parallelisation, and allow NGIK
to be used for direct control. The result of this work was published in 2013 [M. F.
Stollenga et al., 2013b] and parts of this chapter are derived from it.
3.1 Natural Gradient
The natural gradient was introduced by [Amari, 1987] as the direction of steepest
descent on a curved Riemannian manifold and is a robust method for optimising
difficult cost functions [Amari, 1998; Samir et al., 2012]. The approach has close
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relations to the analysis of the geometry of Ricatti equations [Ammar and Martin,
1986] which has similar applications to optimisation methods [Edelman et al., 1998;
Lundström and Eldén, 2002; Helmke et al., 2007].
Given is a function f(x)→ R, where x ∈ X ⊂ Rn and n is the dimensionality
of the space X . The gradient ∇xf(x) of a function f(x) is a vector in the direction
of steepest increase, starting from x, with an amplitude equal to the speed of this
increase. In other words, it is the direction that maximises∇xf(x) = maxv f(x+v),
where  is an infinitesimal value. This assumes that x ∈ X is a Euclidian space, where
the distance between two points x and x′ in X is measured by the Euclidian distance
d(x, x′) = ‖x− x′‖2.
However, this might not be an appropriate distance metric, especially when talking
about the kinematics of a robot where the search space X is formed by the joint
parameters. For example, we typically have correlations between our dimensions
since the turning of different joints might contribute to the same movement of an end-
effector. Also, different joints might be parameterised in different precisions; one could
be denoted in radians while another is denoted in degrees. For the regular gradient,
changing the parameterisations results in (big) changes in the gradient. However, the
natural gradient is invariant to such linear transformations of the search-space!
Distance on a curved space Given two vectors x ∈ RD and x′ ∈ RD, of
dimension D, let dx = x − x′ be a vector connecting them. As the vector dx gets
infinitesimally small, we can measure its distance using a linear function, describing
the curvature. For an Euclidian space, the length of dx is simply |dx|2 = dx dxT . For
a curved space, however, the length of dx is
|dx|2 = Σijgij(x) dxi dxj = dxG(x) dxT (3.1)
whereG(x) is aD×D positive definite matrix, expressing the scaling and correlations
between dimensions within space X , called a metric. Notice that G(x) depends on x,
since curvature can change over the space. The regular Euclidian distance is a special
case of this metric, when G(x) = I , where I is the identity matrix:
Iij(x) =
1, if i ≡ j0, else. (3.2)
Given a gradient ∇xf(x) and a metric G(x), the natural gradient [Amari, 1998] is
given by :
∇˜xf(x) = G−1(x)∇xf(x) (3.3)
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where ∇˜ denotes the natural gradient, and G−1 is the inverse of the curvature matrix.
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Figure 3.1. Distances Between Distributions Three normal distributions with different
parameters are shown. One regular distribution N (0, 1), one thin distribution N (0, 13), and
one shifted distribution N (23 , 1). The overlap between the shifted and regular distribution
is quite big while the very thin distribution has a small overlap. However, when measured
with a Euclidian distance in the parameter space, the distances of these distributions to the
regular distribution are equal. This motivates a better distance metric that more appropriately
measures the distance between distributions.
Distance Metric for Distributions When is a Euclidian metric insufficient to
adequately describe your parameter space? In this thesis, the natural gradient technique
is used in relation to probability distributions. Say we have a one-dimensional normal
distribution N (µ, σ), where µ ∈ R and σ ∈ R+. The distances in parameters space
of µ, σ are not well described by a Euclidian metric. For example, in Figure 3.1,
three distributions are shown, taken from different points in our parameter space.
Distribution 1: N (0, 1), 2: N (0, 13), and 3: N (23 , 1).
Using an Euclidian distance, the difference between distribution 1 and distribution
2 is as big as the difference between 1 and 3. If distribution 1 was the true distribution,
would it be ‘more wrong’ to guess distribution 2 than distribution 3? Distribution
2 is peaked around x = 0 and puts almost no weight on samples outside this value,
while distribution 3 has some decent overlap with distribution 1, but it’s shifted. What
would be a natural measure to compare distributions?
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KL divergence A popular measure to compare two distributions p(x) and q(x)
is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence;[Kullback and Leibler, 1951]),
which uses an information-theoretic approach to measuring the distance between
distributions. It can be explained as follows: Assume you want to transfer samples
taken from a distribution p(x) to a receiver. To do this, a ‘code-book’ is made to
encode each sample x′ ∼ p(x) in finite bits of information to send to the receiver.
The optimal code-book uses fewer bits for samples that occur often, and many bits
for rare cases, such that the average number of bits is minimised. However, what
happens if x is actually distributed according to a different distribution q(x)? There
will be inefficiency in sending these samples! The average loss of bits per sample is
the KL-divergence.
Given a distribution p(x), an optimal code-book uses − log p(x) bits to encode
x for a given distribution p(x)1. If x is very common, say it occurs 10% of the time
p(x = x′) = 10%, then fewer bits are used, − log(.1) ≈ 2.3 bits. If a sample is
uncommon and occurs 0.1% of the time p(x = x′′) = .1%, then more bits are
used: − log(.001) ≈ 6.9 bits. This approach minimises the average bits used for a
distribution p(x). But when we make a code-book for distribution q(x), while the
true distribution is p(x), we can measure the expected inefficiency in bits per sample
as follows:
KL(p|q) =
∫
x
p(x)[− log q(x)−− log p(x)] =
∫
x
p(x) log p(x)
q(x) (3.4)
where p(x) is a true distribution, and q(x) the distribution the code-book is based
on. The right side, log p(x)
q(x) , measures the number of bits wasted, while the weighted
integral on the left side calculates the expectation under p(x). Note that the KL-
divergence is always non-negative and is an asymmetric measure. It is also undefined
if distribution q(x) = 0 in places where p(x) > 0 since it results in a divide by zero.
If we use the KL divergence as our metric, the distances between the distributions
in Figure 3.1 seem more natural. The difference between the thin distribution and
the standard distribution is bigger KL(U (0, 13)|U (0, 1)) ≈ 0.654 than the shifted
distribution with more overlap KL(U (23 , 1)|U (0, 1)) ≈ 0.222.
Using the KL divergence as a distance metric results in the following metric G:
If distribution p(x) is a parameterised distribution p(x | θ), with parameters θ, the
metric for this statistical model turns out to be the Fisher information metric, which
1Since samples from the distribution are inR they have in principle (uncountably) infinite precision
and need infinite bits to be encoded. However, we can encode the samples to an arbitrary small (finite)
error  with a number of bits proportional to − log p(x), and thus this measure is used.
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is the only invariant metric for a statistic model [Campbell, 1985; Amari, 1987]:
gij(w) = E
[
∂ log p(x | θ)
∂θi
∂ log p(x | θ)
∂θj
]
. (3.5)
This metric provides a natural metric that has been shown to help many learning
algorithms [Amari, 1998]. In the next section, we introduce Natural Evolution Strate-
gies; a robust natural gradient-based optimisation method that is used throughout the
thesis.
3.2 Natural Evolution Strategies
The natural gradient forms the basis of Natural Evolution Strategies (NES), a sampling-
based optimisation method to minimise a cost function, developed by Wierstra et
al., 2008; Wierstra et al., 2014. NES uses a parameterised exponential probability
distribution p(x | θ), parameterised by θ, to represent its current search state.
As of yet, NES has been applied to multivariate Gaussian distributions and the
heavy-tailed Cauchy distribution [Schaul et al., 2011b]. A longer tailed distribution
will have more samples that are far removed from the centre of the distribution.
Although this might help when the current search is far from a solution, it also adds
inefficiency and noise to our samples with many unhelpful samples far from the
current centre. Thus, the family of multivariate Gaussians N (x | µ,Σ) is chosen,
such that θ = (µ,Σ), and we rely on good initialisation to avoid ending up in bad
locations in search-space.
Suppose c(x) is a cost function on x ∈ Rn. Then define
Jc(θ) = Ep(x|θ)c(x) =
∫
c(x) p(x | θ) dx (3.6)
to be the expected cost under a probability distribution {p(x | θ) | θ ∈ Θ}. Then
optimising Jc with respect to the parameter space is equivalent to optimising c, since
the optimal set of parameters (µˆ, Σˆ) focuses all probability weight on the optimal
point xˆ, so that µˆ = xˆ, Σˆ→ 0, and Jc(θˆ)→ c(xˆ).
NES tries to find the natural gradient of the cost function Jc towards the distribution
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parameters. First, the regular gradient is estimated, which can be rewritten as:
∇θJc(θ) = ∇θ
∫
c(x)p(x | θ) dx = (3.7)∫
[c(x)∇θ log p(x | θ)] p(x | θ) dx = (3.8)
Ep(x|θ)[c(x)∇θ log p(x | θ)] (3.9)
NES estimates the gradient by samplingK samples from the distribution to estimate
the expected value:
Ep(x|θ)[c(x)∇θ log p(x | θ)] ≈ (3.10)
1
K
ΣKi c(x)∇θ log p(xi | θ) with xi ∼ p(x | θ) (3.11)
The samples together are called a population, referring to the evolutionary analogues
of this method.
Then the inverse of the Fischer information matrix F−1 is estimated by reusing
the gradients ∇θ log p(x | θ) to give the natural gradient (see [Wierstra et al., 2014]
for more detail), resulting in the natural gradient:
∇˜θJc(θ) = F−1∇θJc(θ) (3.12)
Exponential NES NES was improved with exponential NES (xNES), developed
by Glasmachers et al., 2010b), which uses an improved exponential parameterisation
of the covariance matrix Σ. Since the covariance matrix Σ needs to be positive
definite, Σ is represented by a Cholesky decomposition Σ = AAT , where A is further
decomposed in A = σB, where σ is a scalar value representing the ‘width’ of the
distribution, and B a matrix representing the shape with det(B) = 1. Additionally,
xNES performs its computations in a natural coordinate space tangent to the parameter
manifold (for more details see [Glasmachers et al., 2010b]):
(δ,M)→ (µ+ Aδ,A exp(12M)) (3.13)
where δ andM for the coordinates. The resulting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm iteratively updates the search distribution, until the width of the covari-
ance matrix σ has become smaller than a threshold value λstop and thus the search
has converged. It returns the centre of the search distribution as the result.
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Algorithm 1 XNES
Exponential NES estimates the natural gradient towards a distribution from samples
from that distribution.
functionXNES(starting distribution {µ,Σ}, learning rates ηµ, ησ, ηB , and stopping
parameter δstop)
A = CholeskyDecomposition(Σ) . Initialise variables
σ ← 2
√
| det(A)|
B ← A/σ
while σ > λstop do
for i ∈ {1 · · ·K} do . Sample population of K samples
zi ← N (0, I)
xi ← µ+ σBzi
end for
sort ({zi, xi}) with respect to c(xi)
assign ui to xi based on sorting . Assign utilities
Gδ ← Σiuizi
GM ← Σiui(zizTi − I)
Gσ ← tr(GM)/d
GB ← GM −GσI
µ← µ+ ηµ · σB ·Gδ . Update mean
σ ← σ exp ησ/2 ·Gσ . Update σ
B ← B exp ηB/2 ·GB . Update B
end while
return µ . Return centre of distribution as optimum.
end function
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Fitness Shaping The slopes of most cost functions flatten as they come closer to
their goals. This can result in a undesired reduction of the norm of the gradient. To
combat this, xNES applies fitness shaping by defining a set of utilities:
ui = max(0, 1− 2 · i
K
) (3.14)
The population (xk)Kk=1 is ranked according to fitness, and their fitness is replaced
by ui where i is the rank of xk in the population. The utilities ui are set to 0 for
the bottom half of the population by rank, and for the top half ui increases linearly
up to 1 for the highest ranking member. The result is that xNES is invariant under
order-preserving operations on the fitness function, and thus adds robustness to the
algorithm. In equations below, the populations are assumed to be ordered by their
rank, so that xi is the ith-ranked member of the population.
Algorithm 2 SNES
Separable NES only represents the diagonal values of its search distribution, thus
losing information but gaining efficiency.
1: function SNES(starting distribution {µ,Σ}, learning rates ηµ, ηΣ, and stopping
parameter δstop)
2: while ‖Σ‖2 > δstop do
3: for k ← 1 · · · ·K do
4: sk ∼ N (~0, I)
5: xk ← µ+ Σ · sk
6: end for
7: Sort {(sk, xk)} with respect to c(zk)
8: assign ui to xi based on sorting . Assign utilities
9: ∇µJ ← ∑pk=1 uk · sk
10: ∇ΣJ ← ∑pk=1 uk · (s2k − 1)
11: µ
η←−µ ·Σ · ∇µJ . Update mean µ
12: Σ
exp←−− (ησ/2 · ∇ΣJ) . Update Covariance Σ
13: end while
14: return µ . Return mean µ as optimum.
15: end function
Separable NES xNES requires the calculation of the inverse of a matrix of size
n×n, where n is the dimensionality of the search space (shown in Algorithm 2). Since
the complexity of this operation is approximately (O)(n3) this becomes inadequate
for high-dimensional spaces. For this case, there is Separable NES (SNES; [Schaul
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et al., 2011a]), which uses a normal distribution with only diagonal entries in the
covariance matrix. This ignores any correlations between dimensions and thus loses
a lot of information, but it results in an O (n) inverse calculation allowing it to scale
to many dimensions. SNES is used in Chapter 8 to train a complex policy.
3.3 Kinematics Cost Function
NES provides us with robust optimisation algorithms to minimise a function. How
do we define such a function for IK? We define a cost function c(q)→ R+, where
q ∈ RJ are the joint parameters of the robot, J is the number of joints and c results
in a scalar cost that is to be minimised. This function is formed by a weighted sum of
several cost functions:
c(q) =
C∑
i
wici(q) (3.15)
where C is the number of cost functions and wi is a scalar weight for the cost function
ci.
Because of the linear transformation invariance of NES with fitness shaping,
we can design our cost function very flexibly. Where most IK methods pose strong
assumptions on the cost functions used, especially with the requirement of (smooth)
differentiability, NES can also incorporate discrete costs. These cost functions can
range from counting the number of collisions (a function without a derivative) to the
Euclidean distance of the hand towards the desired position. The cost functions used
in this thesis are:
Home Pose Cost This function biases the search to a certain kinematic config-
uration. In case multiple solutions exist for a given point in task-space, the home
posture allows to find a unique solution. It also increases similarity in joint parameters
between nearby points in task-space.
chome = ‖q − qhome‖2 (3.16)
where qhome is a home posture and ‖ · ‖2 is the `2-norm.
Collision Cost This function penalises collisions. xNES is able to estimate a
gradient over collisions using the number of collisions. This number usually increases
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with deeper penetration.
ccollision = |collisions| (3.17)
Position Cost This function attracts a body part to a fixed position or to another
body part. The target can be specified as an area or volume in task-space, rather than
a point.
cposition = ‖vbodypart − v∗‖2 (3.18)
where v∗ is the desired position.
Orientation Cost This function controls the orientation of a body part. The desired
orientation can be either a fixed orientation in task-space or the orientation of another
body part.
corientation = (~uTbaseRbodypart~udesired + 1)/2 (3.19)
where ~ubase is the unit base vector that has to point to the desired direction ~udesired
after being rotated over the transformation matrix Rbodypart of the body part.
Aiming Cost This function aims a body part toward another body part or a certain
position in task-space. Optionally it also keeps the end effector at a fixed distance to
this point or body part.
cpointing = (~uTbaseRbodypart
vtarget − vbodypart
‖vtarget − vbodypart‖2 + 1)/2 (3.20)
Repelling Cost This function repels two body parts away from each other. Re-
pulsion can optionally start after a minimum distance and is helpful for finding
non-colliding postures and to increase mobility in the map.
crepel = min(0, d− ‖vbodypart1 − vbodypart2‖2)/d (3.21)
3.4 NGIK Algorithm
The NGIK algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. It takes a cost function, an initial
distribution and a population size and returns a pose if successful, and a ‘fail’ if the
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resulting pose was not following hard constraints. The latter can be the case if no
solution can be found that does not collide with something.
Initialisation is important for good results. Typically the mean of the distribution
is set to a home pose that forms a good beginning for the search µ ← home pose.
The covariance matrix is set such that it encompasses most of the joint configuration
space Σ← σ · I, by setting σ to a high enough value. Setting the population to a high
enough size to still allow for good results is a matter of empirical tuning. A higherK
results in more robust and better solutions, but comes at a computational cost. Often
values ofK = 100 andK = 200 seem to provide good results on the iCub, but these
results depend on the complexity of the cost function c.
Algorithm 3 NGIK
NGIK uses XNES to find optimal joint parameters q for a given cost function c.
function NGIK(cost function c, starting distribution {µ,Σ}, population size K)
q ← XNES(c, µ,Σ, K)
if Check(q) then . Check if hard constraints are satisfied.
return q
else
return failed
end if
end function
3.5 Experiments
We compared the performance of NGIK against Metropolis-Hastings (MH; [Metropo-
lis et al., 1953]) sampling, two versions of Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR;
[Kitagawa, 1996; Gordon et al., 1993]), and the simplex optimisation algorithm [La-
garias et al., 1998]. There former two were discussed in Section 2.4. The latter is an
optimisation algorithm designed for convex problems and serves as an example of an
unsuited optimiser.
To make the comparison fair, we use simple Gaussian proposal distributions
for SIR and MC instead of tailored distributions that use information about the
robot [Courty and Arnaud, 2008], as NGIK also doesn’t assume extra knowledge on
the task at hand. We don’t compare NGIK against the related algorithm Covariance
Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES,[Hansen et al., 2003]) as it is already
shown that performance differences are small [Glasmachers et al., 2010a] with xNES
often beating CMA-ES on complex problems. We also don’t compare to Jacobian
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(1) (2)
Figure 3.2. Two Postures The two postures used to compare the different optimisation
algorithms. The left posture is constrained to hold the left hand behind the table and the right
hand above it. The right posture is a challenging grabbing posture through a loop using the
thumb and index finger. The results are shown in Table 3.1
inverse/transpose based methods, as these can’t handle the cost functions we use and
thus simply are not applicable in this framework.2
SIR is the method closest to the capabilities of NGIK, as it uses a population of
samples for optimisation. Every sample has a corresponding weight, which is updated
as new samples are drawn from previous samples. SIR resamples when the effective
weights are below a threshold, in which case a new population is sampled according
to the weights, and the weights are reset. We found that using a threshold of 75% of
the number of particles works well. We also compare a direct version of SIR that
resamples on every iteration, which we call SIR direct (SIRD). The optimal standard
deviation of the initial search distributions was determined experimentally.
The SIMPLEX optimisation algorithm is meant for convex optimisation problems
and functions as an example of an algorithm that is not suited for the optimisation
problem at hand.
The algorithms are used to optimise two challenging postures shown in Figure 3.2.
The left posture (Figure 3.2-1) requires the left hand to be behind the table and the
right hand to be in front of the robot. The right posture (Figure 3.2-2) is more difficult
and requires a reaching posture through a loop.
The results are shown in Table 3.1, where we calculated the average best fitness
value after 30 runs, and the corresponding standard deviation of the mean. The pop-
ulation size for SIR, SIRD and XNES was 300; a relatively large population size
to prevent local optima. The standard deviation of the proposal distributions was
2In Chapter 6 an online version of NGIK is compared closely to a Jacobian method, showing that
following the natural gradient from NGIK results in more efficient paths.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of NGIK Comparison of NGIK
versus different optimisation algorithms. The postures are
shown in Figure 3.2.
Algorithm Final Cost Posture (1) Nr. Evaluations
NGIK 0.1122 ± 0.0269 199290 ±11444
SIR 0.5068 ± 0.0342 144920 ±16172
SIRD 0.4492 ± 0.0356 158190 ±24613
MH 13.5507 ± 5.7343 80432 ±17200
SIMPLEX 111.113 ± 3.8616 420090 ±0
Final Cost Posture (2) Nr. Evaluations
NGIK 0.1765 ±0.0207 239040 ±3824
SIR 1.3167 ±0.0278 9260 ±2181
SIRD 1.2835 ±0.0272 15330 ±3950
MH 1.4934 ±0.0352 11320 ±3009
SIMPLEX 1.661 ±0.019 420090 ±0
σ = 0.005 for MC, SIR and SIRD. NES has an initial standard deviation of σ = .4,
which is higher than for the other methods as it can adjust the distribution dynam-
ically. The other algorithms don’t perform well unless the deviations are relatively
small. All algorithms keep track of the best-encountered fitness and the time it was
encountered. If the best fitness doesn’t improve for a large number of evaluations, the
algorithm is stopped. We store the number of evaluations at the time the best fitness
was encountered as the running time.
NGIK outperforms the other algorithms. The SIMPLEX algorithm has the lowest
performance as it assumes a convex problem and gets stuck early in the optimisation.
SIR and SIRD have even performance, although their performance is significantly
lower than NES, as it cannot adjust the proposal distribution. MC is similar to the
SIR algorithm with a population of 1, which accounts for its bad performance in
such a high-dimensional search space. For posture (2), both SIR and MC find their
best result after relatively few iterations and have trouble improving it afterwards,
resulting in the low reported running times.
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3.5.1 Pixel Counting Cost
(a) Reach (b) Reach &
Minimize red
(c) Reach &
Maximize Blue
(d) Reach &
Minimize Red &
Maximize Blue 
Figure 3.3. Pixel Counting Cost The results of applying the complex ‘Pixel Counting’ cost
function are shown. This cost counts the blue and red pixels in rendered frontal images
shown here. The iCub is constrained to reach to the right, but then the ‘pixel counting’ cost
function wants to either minimise red, maximise blue or do both. These result of minimising
red pixels it a minimisation of the robots’ frontal profile. The result of maximising blue
pixels it minimising the obstruction of the blue ball. Such cost functions are not applicable to
Jacobian-based controllers but form no problem for our framework.
One of the main advantages of NGIK is the possibility to use complex cost
functions; even undifferentiable ones that cannot be used in Jacobian-based methods.
To illustrate this, we create a new ‘pixel counting’ cost function which works as
follows: It renders an image of the iCub model from a given perspective, counts the
pixels of certain colours, and then either minimises or maximises them. The cost is
normalised to the range of 0 to 1. Cost functions of this form are intractable for a
Jacobian-based controller; how would one define a differentiable cost function from
the number of counted pixels to the joint parameters?
In the experiment, a blue ball is placed behind the iCub (in the model), and a
subset of the iCub is drawn in red. The images are rendered at 400× 300 pixels and
are taken from the front of the iCub. The iCub starts with three costs: 1) a Position
cost to reach to the right with the right hand, 2) a Home Pose cost to guide the search,
and 3) a Collision cost to avoid collisions. Then the Pixel Counting cost is added.
Then Natural Gradient Control (NGC), an online NGIK based method explained in
Chapter 6, was run until the cost did not improve for several iterations.
We tried four different configurations:
1. Normal: Just the three basic cost functions are used.
2. Minimise Profile: A view cost is added that minimises the amount of red, i.e.
the iCub wants to minimise its frontal profile. This could be useful to move
through corridors or minimise the chance of being seen.
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3. Maximise Ball: A view cost is added to maximise the amount of blue, i.e. to
show as much of the blue ball as possible. This is useful when a humanoid has
to perform a task while not obscuring an object from a user’s perspective (such
as the TV in the introductory example).
4. Combined: The second and third cost functions are both added, minimising
the frontal profile, while maximising the view of the ball.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3-a shows the
reach behaviour as a result of optimising the cost functions. The iCub simply tries to
reach to the right. The ball is clearly occluded by the body. In Figure 3.3-b a Pixel
Counting cost is added to minimise the amount of red. Since the iCub is drawn in red,
this results in the iCub minimising its profile by keeping its left hand pointed towards
the viewer, minimising its surface. No effort was taken to avoid occluding the blue
ball. In Figure 3.3-c a Pixel Counting constraint was added to maximise the amount
of blue, i.e. to avoid occluding the blue ball. The result is that the iCub turns to the
right so it can avoid occlusion while still reaching to the right. No effort was taken to
minimise its profile. Finally, in Figure 3.3-d both view constraints are added together,
minimising frontal profile and occlusion of the ball. Again the iCub points its left
hand towards the camera but also turns to the right to avoid occlusion.
This cost function exemplifies a practical application of the flexibility that our
method allows that would not be possible with a Jacobian based approach.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we developed NGIK, a sampling-based approach to inverse kinematics.
Although the algorithm is more computationally expensive than its Jacobian-based
variants, it is much more flexible and allows for the use of creative cost functions.
This serves as an example where increased computational power makes completely
new approaches possible.
The following chapters we develop NGIK further. In Chapter 4, NGIK is used
to build navigable graphs of parameter configurations related to specific tasks. This
algorithm is improved with a parallel version introduced in Chapter 5. Finally in
Chapter 6 we develop an online version of NGIK that runs continuously and directly
outputs control signals that adapt to changes in its cost function.
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Chapter 4
Task-Relevant Roadmaps
Figure 4.1. Task-Relevant Roadmaps Three TRMs are shown. The dots show the task
positions corresponding to the parameter vectors in the map. In the left image, the task
function is the mean position of the left and right hand, resulting in a lifting behaviour. In the
middle image, the task function uses the neck position, resulting in an exploration map. The
right image shows a reaching behaviour where the task space is formed by the position of the
left hand. The spread of the dots shows TRMs naturally expand the reachable task space.
In the previous chapter, we have described NGIK, which achieves much greater
flexibility than Jacobian-based algorithms by using a sampling-based approach, but
with a higher but manageable computational cost. NGIK provides a general method
for optimising a robot’s kinematic configuration by minimising a freely definable cost
function. However, finding one pose is not enough if you want to make movements,
instead, we need sets of poses that form a path through the joint parameter space that
can be followed.
As such, we want to build a graph of optimised poses, such that we can plan
movements towards our goal (such as shown in Figure 4.1). Such graphs are often
used in robotic planning [Kauschke, 1996; Hsu et al., 1997; LaValle, 2006; Hsu et al.,
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2006]. Graphs also allow efficient reuse of previous computations.
In this chapter, we develop the Task-Relevant Roadmap (TRM;M. F. Stollenga
et al., 2013b) that applies NGIK in novel ways to build searchable graphs of joint
parameters that can be used to generate movements. The general idea is to iteratively
optimise kinematic configurations with NGIK to build a set of parameter configu-
rations that lie on a task manifold. We will first explain what is meant with a task
manifold, then explain how we use NGIK to create a Task-Relevant Roadmap, and
finally show the results of this approach.
The result of this work was published in 2013 [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013b] and
parts of this chapter are derived from it.
4.1 The Task Manifold
Figure 4.2. Task-space This example shows a task space designed to inspect an object from
different angles and distances. The task space is formed with the variables {α, β, δ} = t ∈ T,
where δ is the distance to the point, and α and β are angles that the head makes with respect
to the object.
For a given task, we define the task manifold to be a set of relevant joint parameters
and corresponding kinematic configurations that are useful for this task. For example,
when reaching for an object in 3D space, this set contains kinematic configurations
corresponding to reaches within this space, which also take into account other con-
straints such as not colliding with objects and making sure the robot’s eyes are looking
at the reach position. This set forms a connected subset of joint parameters, denoted
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T, within the full space of possible joint parameters T ⊂ Q, and thus forms a task
manifold (see Figure 4.2).
To build these manifolds we need two things:
• Define a Kinematic Cost Function, as described in Chapter 3 that defines our
constraints; such as preventing collisions, keeping a hand in a certain orientation
of keeping the eyes focused on an object.
• Define our desired degrees of freedom, which will define our orientation over
the manifold.
The former defines the constraints and thus reduces the size of the manifold while
the latter defines in which direction the manifold grows. To define our degrees of
freedom, we introduce the Task Function:
g(q)→ τ ; τ ∈ RG (4.1)
which maps joint parameters q to a G-dimensional vector which defines our degrees
of freedom. For example, it could map to the 3D position of the hand, or to the angle
with respect to an object. This freely definable function will form the degrees of
freedom with which we control the robot and perform a certain task. Examples of
task functions are:
Position Task Function The 3D position of a body part, or a subset thereof, can
function as map coordinates:
gposition = v (4.2)
Rotation Task Function The rotation of a body part is a natural task-space to
increase manipulation of a hand. The angle of a directional vector ~ubodypart and a
reference vector ~ureference can be calculated:
grotation = cos−1(~ureference · ~ubodypart) (4.3)
Distance Task Function The distance between a body part v1 and another body
part or object v2 can, for example, be used to control the distance of the head towards
an object it is focusing on.
gdistance = ‖v1 − v2‖2 (4.4)
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c
c
Figure 4.3. Building Task-Relevant Roadmaps A function f computes a pose p ∈ P from
a configuration q ∈ Q (left). Several cost functions ci are defined that are to be minimised and
define the desired behaviour. The minimisation is repeated, finding increasingly expanding
configurations that cover the desired task-space T. The resulting configurations are stored
in a map, covering the task-space while minimising the cost functions, thus creating a Task-
Relevant Roadmap.
Here we introduce the TRM building algorithm, shown in Figure 4.3. Given a
Kinematic Cost Function c and a Task Function g we can set up the TRM building
process. We first define the map that will contain the points in the map
{(q0, τ0), (q1, τ1) · · · (qN , τN)} =M (4.5)
where qi is a set of configuration parameters and τi = g(qi) the corresponding task
vector. The general approach is to repeatedly run NGIK on the defined constraints
which minimise the Kinematic Cost Function. However, this would result in the same
kinematic configuration every time. Instead, we introduce an extraMap Building Cost
Function, which makes sure every iteration of NGIK results in new configurations
that expand the task manifold.
Iterative Construction We define the Map Building Cost Function as follows:
cmap =
∑
{q′,τ ′}∈NN(m,τ,M)
|d− ‖τ − τ ′‖2|︸ ︷︷ ︸
construction
+λ‖q − q′‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
smoothness
(4.6)
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Figure 4.4. Map Building Cost The map building cost function is minimised when a pre-
defined distance d to n nearest graph nodes is achieved. The number of nearest neighbours
corresponds to the dimensionality of the task-space as shown in the figures.
whereM is the current set of parameter configurations and their corresponding task
vector, NN(m, τ,M) is the set ofm nearest neighbours in mapM to task vector τ ,
and d is a distance constant and λ is a weight for the smoothing term.
The construction term is minimised when the task vector τ corresponding to
parameter vector q keeps a distance d to them nearest solutions that are already in
mapM. The effect of this function is shown in Figure 4.4; the NGIK optimiser will
prefer solutions that are close to previous solutions, but differ by distance d in the
task-space. Ifm is chosen to be the number of dimensions of the task-space, the new
solutions will form a simplex with previous solutions, and result in stable extensions
of the mapM. The smoothing term acts as a regulariser to keep the parameter vectors
close to previous solutions by adding the Euclidian distance between the current and
nearest parameter vectors. This keeps consecutive solutions close in parameter vector
space such that the resulting movements are smoother.
Whenever a solution is found, it is double checked to see if is not too close to
previous solutions. If not, it is stored in the setM, and NGIK is run again. Repeating
this process results in a set of solutions M that span the task-space T . Once the
process fails δ times in a row, the process is stopped, where δ is set by the user.
Constructing and Planning in a Graph To allow for path planning in the map,
we need to define connections between solutions. We use a simple connection strategy,
where each point in the map is connected to n nearest neighbours. The Task-Relevant
Roadmap is then formed by adding the edges to the solutions, forming a graph
G = 〈M,E〉 where E are the edges.
This process can be used to create a variety of maps, shown in Figure 4.6. To
plan movements over these maps, a distance function between two solutions needs
to be defined. A simple approach is to use the task distance between two solutions
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Figure 4.5. Planning in a TRM The plot shows one for the TRMs, where each solution is
plotted in its task-space position. Each point in the graph represents a pose in which the right
hand of the robot is at location (x, y, z). A graph is formed by connecting the points to their
nearest neighbours in task-space. By running Dijkstra’s algorithm from a goal point, we can
find the path distances and shortest paths towards this point. The darker an edge is drawn in
this picture, the closer it is to the goal. The result is a graph of which the actionable policy
can be extracted at any point in the graph, by following the edge with the lowest distance to
the goal.
d(i, j) = ‖τi − τj‖2. In that case Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dijkstra, 1959] can calculate
the distance from every node towards a desired goal, as shown in Figure 4.5. Another
approach is to sample each edge at several positions and evaluate the cost function
there. This is more computationally intensive but has the benefit of detecting collisions
when the environment changes or when a connection between two solutions cuts
a corner. In that case applying A* search [Hart et al., 1968] is more efficient to
minimise the number of evaluations. This latter approach is used in this work. The
algorithm is shown in action in our 2013 AAAI best-student video award winning
movie: http://youtu.be/N6x2e1Zf_yg [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013a].
4.3 TRM Algorithm
The algorithm is described in Figure 4.3. It takes a cost function c and a task function
g and builds a TRMG. The map building cost cmap is added by the algorithm and
does not need to be provided. Note that cmap depends on what is in the current map
M and thus changes when something is added to the map.
It is important to set the initial distribution parameters properly. Typically, the
mean µ is set to a home pose that functions as a good starting position for the search.
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Then the covariance matrix is set to an identity matrix multiplied by a constant:
Σ = σ · I. By setting σ high enough so that it encompasses most of the reachable
joint-space around µ we ensure that even difficult poses can be found. It is also
important to set the population sizeK high enough to get solid optimisation results,
but low enough to still finish in a manageable time. Finding a good trade-off between
computation time and quality of results for K is done by empirical evaluation.
Algorithm 4 The TRMbuilding algorithm The TRM building algorithm repeatedly
runs NGIK to find optimised joint parameters to build a map of poses. The map
building cost function ensures the map grows. Finally the points are connected and a
TRM is returned.
1: function TRM(cost-function c, task function g, population size K, initial distri-
bution parameters µ,Σ, stopping parameter λstop, connection parameter λconnect)
2: M← ∅ . Initialise an empty map
3: c← c+ cmap . Add the map build cost function, which depends onM
4: fails← 0
5: while fails < λstop do
6: q ← NGIK(c, µ,Σ, K)
7: if Failed(q) then
8: fails← fails+ 1 . If failed, increment counter
9: Continue
10: else
11: fails← 0
12: end if
13: M←M⊕ {q, g(q)} . Add point to map
14: end while
15: E← ConnectNearest(M, λconnect) . Create edges to connect the map
16: G← {M,E}
17: returnG
18: end function
4.4 Experiments
Performance and Build Time The time it takes to build a map depends mainly
on two factors: the desired density of postures and the dimensionality of the task-space.
The number of postures needed to cover a map scales approximately proportional
to ( l
d
)n, where l is the width of the task-space, d the distance between points, and n
the dimensionality. For most maps a distance of a few centimetres between postures
is enough (if the task-space is defined in Cartesian space). In practice it takes a few
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minutes to build a 2Dmap and tens of minutes for a 3Dmap. For higher dimensionality
the search-time becomes prohibitive because of exponential scaling. We stress that
once created, the maps can be re-used in several tasks and building time is not an
issue anymore.
a) Reaching b) Investigate object
c) Bimanual grab d) Bimanual vertical rotation
e) Bimanual investigation f) Bimanual horizontal rotation
g) Pushing forwards h) Pushing sidewards
i) Reach with object in model j) Screwing motion
Figure 4.6. Task-Relevant Roadmaps Several Task-Relevant Roadmaps that can perform
different tasks.
Figure 4.6 shows the result of several maps that were built using TRM for a variety
of behaviours. Maps a-j in Figure 4.6 show several examples of TRMs that are tailored
to certain tasks (a video-demonstration is shown at: http://youtu.be/N6x2e1Zf_
yg). All maps use the collision cost function and home-posture cost function to create
collision free postures that look natural.
Basic Manipulation Map–a was built for a grasping task. As a task-space, we
use the position of the left hand. The hand is free to move, but its orientation is kept
upright by an orientation cost function. Finally, a pointing constraint is added from
the head to the hand to keep the eyes fixed on the moving hand, which would be
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required for a typical grasping task. The table is added to the world model as a static
object. Map–b restricts the position of the right hand, but allows it to rotate freely. By
using the angles of the hand relative to the head, the TRM allows the humanoid to
investigate an object in its hand from different angles.
Bi-manual Manipulation We created several maps that can manipulate a box.
Because the box is big, we use bi-manual manipulation. The left hand is constrained
to point to the right hand, and vice versa, using pointing cost functions. Map–c uses
the point between the left and right hand as the task-space, resulting in bi-manual
reaches. Map–e fixes the position of the hands, and uses the position of the head as a
task-space, creating a TRM that can investigate the box between the hands.
If we use the angle between a virtual ‘rod’, between the left and right hand, and the
z- or y-axis as a task-space, we get vertical and horizontal rotating motions respectively
(maps d and f). By constraining the hands to be parallel and fix their relative position,
we can get pushing motions. We can create forwards and sideways pushing motions
by controlling their orientation, shown in maps g and h.
Obstacles To avoid obstacles we can either use our planning algorithm on a general
TRM to plan around it, or put the object in the model while building the TRM.
The latter approach is shown in map–i, where a box is added, while using the same
constraints as the simple reach TRMofmap–a. This allows us to find difficult solutions
that cannot easily be found or specified without putting an object in the model.
To show the complexity of movements that TRMs can express, we also build a
map to perform a unscrewing movement. By putting pointing cost functions on the
thumb and index finger we can create a grasping posture. By fixing the point between
the two fingers and setting the angle of one of the fingers as the task-space we can
build a TRM that creates a unscrewing motion, shown in map–j.
If we visualise the task positions corresponding to a TRMwe see that they naturally
expand the reachable task-space, as Figure 4.1 shows.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
We developed the TRM algorithm which uses NGIK to build task-relevant searchable
graphs. called TRMs. These TRMs can be used for a variety of movements as has
been shown in this chapter and in a demonstration movie [M. F. Stollenga et al.,
2013a]. TRMs have also been found use in other research [Kompella et al., 2015].
From a computational perspective, TRMs allow us to efficiently reuse previous
computations, mitigating the increased computational burden posed by the NGIK
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optimiser. The building of a TRM can be done oﬄine before the task is done, and
thus the build time is less important. However, we cannot build a TRM for every
occasion; in fact, every small change to the environment can mean that a TRM is not
valid anymore and needs to be rebuilt quickly.
To increase the speed of TRM-building, we will develop a parallel version in the
next chapter. In Chapter 6 we will develop a version of NGIK that foregoes building
TRMs altogether and functions as a control algorithm in itself.
Chapter 5
Parallelising TRM
Figure 5.1. Repulsion Cost Adding repulsion allows different instances of NGIK to com-
municate such that they do not find the same solution and waste computation power. The
repulsion is implemented by adding a cost function, shown with dark concentric circles around
the red NGIK instance, and is added to the samples from the blue NGIK instance.
The TRM building procedure results in useful maps that can be used for planning
paths on task manifolds. However, the building process is not fast enough to be run
online and can take minutes for relatively simple tasks. Thus, we want to speed up
the process by parallelising the algorithm over several computer cores.
Instead of searching a single solution at a time using NGIK, we want to run
many instances of NGIK simultaneously. However, simply running many instances
of NGIK will not work, since they will end up finding the same solution, wasting
a lot of computation time. Instead the instances need to coordinate the search by
communicating with each other. In this chapter, we introduce communication through
simple repulsion and show it results in great speedups on computer clusters with up
to 32 cores. The work in this chapter was published in 2014 [M. F. Stollenga et al.,
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Algorithm 5 SelectProportional Selects an existing point in a map that will be used
to initialise a new NGIK search. The points are taken from the edge of the map, and
fail counters ensure that bad starting points are avoided.
1: function SelectProportional(M)
2: if Empty(map) then
3: return qhome
4: end if
5: for p ∈M do
6: scores← scores ∪ { countN(M, p) +fails[p]}
7: end for
8: selection← ∅
9: for p ∈M do
10: if scores[p] = minp scores then
11: selection← selection ∪ {p}
12: end if
13: end for
14: return SelectRandom(selection)
15: end function
2014] and parts of that publication appear in this chapter.
5.1 Communication through Repulsion
Parallelising TRM is not a simple matter of distributing the TRM building algorithm
(see Algorithm 4) over multiple cores. The independent NGIK instances must be
coordinated in order to ensure that they do not duplicate work or interfere with each
other in building the map. Therefore, we introduce a Repulsion Cost Function for
each NGIK instance i:
cirepel(q) =
∑
i 6=j
max[0, d− ‖g(q)− g(µj)‖2] (5.1)
where d is a constant determining the repel distance and µj is the centre of the search
distribution of the jth NGIK instance. The sum iterates over all other NGIK instances
and adds a cost if the sample q comes too close to them in task-space. In effect, this
cost pushes the distributions of two NGIK instances away from each other, such that
they move into uncharted parts of task-space rather than search in the same region.
Figure 5.1 illustrates two NGIK instances and their distributions simultaneously
searching for a new configuration. The red dot and blue dot represent the centres of
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distributions from two NGIK instances. The circular shapes represent the repulsion
cost from the red instance, which is added to the cost of samples from the blue instance.
This keeps the blue instance away from red’s ‘territory’. A similar force works vice
versa.
Stopping Criterion The Converged?() function in Algorithm 6 is used to decide
when an individual NES should stop searching and return its result. It works by
maintaining two moving averages, one averaging the lowest costs of the last 20
populations, and one averaging the last 40. If the average of the last 20 iterations
is higher than the average of the last 40, the search is considered to have stagnated,
and is terminated. The parameters were determined experimentally to lead to a good
trade-off between quality of results and speed.
Proportional Selection Since we are incrementally growing a set of solutions, it
would be wasteful to restart each instance from the same starting position. Instead,
we use the previously found solutions as starting positions for our NGIK instances.
However, which points are good starting points? Points at the edge of the solution set
are good candidates, but some might be at the edge of reachable space and cannot be
extended. Therefore we apply a proportional selection procedure (see Algorithm 5),
which selects the points with the minimum score, where the score for solution p is
counted as:
score(p) = CountN(M, p) + fails[p] (5.2)
whereCountN(M, p) counts the number of neighbours of point p and fails[p] counts
the number of failed search attempts starting from this point. From the solutions p
that score the lowest, one is selected at random. The result is that points near the edge
are preferred since they have fewer neighbours, but if many searches fail they will not
get selected anymore.
Algorithm 6 shows Parallelised TRM in pseudo-code. The most important differ-
ences from the non-parallel version (Algorithm 4) are lines 4, where the repulsion
constraint is added, 6-10, where the separate NGIK instances are initialised, and
11-12, where the NGIK instances are updated in parallel.
5.2 Experiments
Parallelisation was implemented using the Threading Building Blocks library, which
is responsible for spawning threads and assigning them to each core [Reinders,
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Algorithm 6 Parallel TRM The parallelised version of Algorithm 4 uses a special
selection procedure and a repelling cost function to co-ordinate the search between
several NGIK instances.
1: function Parallel-TRM(h, k, P )
2: i← 0 . initialize an empty map
3: M← ∅ . initialize an empty set of NES algorithms
4: c∗ ← c+ αmapcmap . add the map-build cost function
5: c∗ ← c∗ + αrepelcrepel . add repulsion cost function
6: while size(S) < min(P, size(M)) do
7: qstart ← SelectProportional(M ) . start a new NES
8: Initialize(s, qstart) . add it to already active set
9: end while
10: for s ∈ S do . This for loop runs in parallel
11: Update(s) . this is the most computationally intensive step
12: end for
13: for s ∈ S do
14: if Converged(s) then
15: S ← S \ {s}
16: q′ ← GetMean(s)
17: if Check(q′, t′) then
18: M ←M ∪ {(q′, t′)}
19: else
20: i← i+ 1
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: end function
2007]. The repulsion cost functions rely on fast nearest neighbours searches, thus, we
use the Approximate Nearest Neighbours library, which uses KD-trees for efficient
search [libANN: CA library for approximate nearest neighbor searching.].
The method was evaluated on a reaching task, where the task-space is formed
by the τ = (x, y, z) coordinates at the centre of the right-hand palm of the iCub. A
collision cost prevents the iCub from hitting itself, and a homepose cost guides the
robot into more natural postures. Two more cost function are added to keep the left
hand oriented straight and close to a certain position, to keep it out of the way of the
right hand (see Chapter 3 for more details). The distance parameter d was set such
that the points in the constructed map are spaced roughly 2.5cm from each other in
task-space.
The population size for every NES, λ, was set to 30 and the covariance matrices
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Figure 5.2. Parallel Speedup The curves show the speedup achieved for each number of
cores when building a map with 200 points (upper curve), and 400 points (lower curve).
were initialised with values of 0.03 on the diagonal. In other words, NES initially
searches using a standard deviation of 0.03 for every joint. For the very first point of
the map, different values are used as there is no other point to start from, and thus
the search needs to be more thorough. We use a population of 150 and a standard
deviation of 0.15 in this case.
A set of 10 simulations was run for each of six levels of parallelisation: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
and 32 cores. All simulations were run until the map contained 400 points, on a 64-core
Dell PowerEdge C6145.1
Discussion Figure 5.2 shows the average performance gain afforded by Parallel
TRM over ‘serial’ TRM . The graph on the left plots the speedup for each number of
cores for reaching the first 200 and 400 points. The black diagonal line represents
the ideal, where speedup equals the number of cores. The graph on the right shows
the performance in terms of the amount of real time required to reach 200 and 400
points, for a given level of parallelisation. Parallelisation at 32 cores reduces the time
to generate a 400-point graph from 2267 seconds (≈ 37 minutes) to 186 seconds.
While this is a far cry from what would be required to allow for planning in even very
slowly changing dynamic environments, the speedup of 12× is significant. Moreover,
the difference between the speedup for 200 and 400 was not found to be statistically
significant (ρ = 0.05), which indicates that the rather modest parallel efficiency is
not due to the increasing size of the map. Instead, the hardware architecture seems to
suffer from a memory hierarchy that is not well suited to high-throughput parallel
access [First results for swift on a 64-core amd opteron 6376.] Future experiments
will migrate the system to new hardware with substantially larger L3 caches.
1with 4 AMD Opteron 6376 16-core CPUs running at 2.3 GHz, and 128 GB of RAM (16× 8 GB
modules).
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The regular TRM building algorithm suffers from long building times. This is mit-
igated by using coordinated instances of NGIK that run in parallel. The results are
significantly shorter building times which would allow TRMs to be built quickly in
response to changes in the environment or task at hand. Big processors with many
cores are becoming more easily available, and nowadays even entry computer proces-
sors quickly have 8 cores available, which can be used fully by this approach. With
ever increasing computer power, we believe TRMs can be built fast enough in the
future to allow for online and responsive control.
Chapter 6
Natural Gradient Control
Figure 6.1. Natural Gradient Control Screenshots show from left to right how NGC tran-
sitions from a settled state to a change in fitness function and then settles down again. The
dots show the task vectors corresponding to samples taken by the NGC algorithm. NGC can
quickly adapt its covariance matrix to sample in the direction of best fitness, as seen by the
changing sampling cloud.
TRMs are convenient but take time to build (see Chapter 4). This can be prob-
lematic when the environment, or even the task itself, changes, and a TRM needs
to be rebuilt. Even though the building process can be sped up by parallelising the
algorithm (see Chapter 5), there is a need for an optimisation algorithm that works
online and directly adapts to changes in the environment.
The solution is an online control algorithm, called Natural Gradient Control
(NGC). NGC is based on the insight that every iteration of the update step of NGIK
can be used to form a control command. Thus, instead of running NGIK for many
steps until a cost function is optimised, it can be run one iteration and receive a control
command. This approach can run fast enough to function as a controller.
In order to prevent full convergence and keep sensitivity to changing goals, several
adaptations to NGIK were made that control the covariance matrix of the distribu-
tion. NGC avoids the map-building process altogether and can thus react quickly to
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environmental changes. Controlling a robot using NGC is as simple as changing the
(parameters of) cost functions.
In this chapter we will first explain how NGIK can be adapted for online control
to create NGC, and then compare NGC to similar algorithms to show its advantages.
This work was published in 2015 [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2015], and parts of that
publication appear in this chapter.
6.1 Adapting NGIK for Control
NGIK searches for solutions to the IK problem. The search is started from either a
random position or a standard pose, and results in a solution in a (local) minimum by
repeatedly estimating the natural gradient toward parameters of a search distribution
and updating them accordingly (see Chapter 3). It thus tries to answer the question:
‘What is the best kinematic configuration to minimise these cost functions?’ However,
for control we don’t look for a global minimum; we want to find the best direction of
movement from the current configuration that minimises the cost function.
So the following changes are made:
• The centre of NGIK’s search distribution µ is always set to the current configu-
ration parameters of the robot, obtained through its proprioseption sensors.
• Only a single NGIK iteration is made, estimating the natural gradients of the
distribution parameters ∇˜µ,Σ(f(q ∼ N (µ,Σ))).
• Instead of updating µ iteratively as in NGIK, the natural gradient towards µ
functions as the control signal: u = −∇˜µ.
• The covariance matrix Σ is updated as in NGIK, but additional normalisa-
tion steps are added to keep the search distribution responsive to changes, as
explained below.
Essentially, NGC interprets the natural gradient computed by NGIK as a control
signal. The mean µ is thus not directly updated as in NGIK, but indirectly updated
through the dynamics of the robot.
The gradient for the mean is used to update the attractor qˆ of the controller:
qˆ = qt + λ∇˜µJc(θ) (6.1)
where λ is determined by a line search, explained below.
NGIK is designed to reduce the magnitude of the covariance matrix as it reaches
the (local) minimum. However, NGC is used as a low-level or mid-level controller,
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for which the task goals are continuous and time-varying. Thus, we must make sure
the covariance matrix does not shrink so it stays responsive to changes and does not
suffer from ‘tunnel vision’.
Therefore we regularise the covariance matrix Σ by adjusting the matrix B used
by xNES (see Section 3.2) with the following procedure:
1. Update B with the natural gradient term from NGIK.
2. Increase the diagonal values of B from Algorithm 1 by adding a regularisation
coefficient α, to prevent B from becoming too thin:
B ← B + α I. (6.2)
3. Regularise B to have a unit Frobenius norm:
B ← B/‖B‖2. (6.3)
For small values of α, B still adapts to the shape of the cost function of the local
search space. However, B is prevented from over-representing certain directions, and
thus stays responsive for changes. When the robot pose gets close to the optimum
for the current objective, Eqn. (6.2) slowly shapes B back into an identity matrix,
which corresponds to the initial state for B. This property ensures that NGC is ready
to respond to new objectives. In addition, the covariance magnitude σ is kept at a
constant value. This simple adjustment reduces the influence of local minima and
also allows the algorithm to quickly respond to changes in the task objective.
NGC is shown in Algorithm 7.
Line Search The algorithm relies on a line search in the direction of the natural
gradient to find an appropriate parameter vector q∗ that functions as an attractor.
Let v = ∇˜µJc(θ) be the natural gradient at time t. Fix a maximum step size in
parameter vector space γ, and let η be a fixed decay factor (η = 0.833, determined
experimentally). Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ I:
q(i) = q − γ ηi Jt||Jt|| (6.4)
find the least i∗ such that the cost c(q(i∗)) is less than c(q(i∗ + 1)). Here I is a
maximum number of search steps, set to I = 20 in our experiments, at which point
the discount is small ηI ≈ 0.026. Then the line search outputs the attractor point
q(k∗) and the attractor is set (see Eqn. (6.1)).
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Algorithm 7 The NGC algorithm, derived from the original xNES algorithm in
[Glasmachers et al., 2010b]. By using an infinite loop and regularisation on B the
algorithm continually optimises and is responsive to changes in task objectives. The
current_pose() and set_attractor() functions provide the link to the robot.
1: function NGC(dimension dim, population size K, cost function c, density σ,
inflation α, step κ, decay η)
2: B ← Idim×dim
3: u← utilities(dim)
4: while true do
5: µ← current_pose() . Get Current Robot Pose
6: for i← 1 to K do . Sample New Population
7: zi ← N (0, I)
8: qi ← µ+ σB · zi
9: end for
10: sort {(zi, qi)} w.r.t. c(qi) . Fitness Evaluations
11: ∇µJc(θ)← ∑Ki=1 ui zi
12: ∇SJc(θ)← ∑Ki=1 ui (zizTi − I)
13: ∇σJc(θ)← tr(∇SJc(θ))/dim
14: ∇BJc(θ)← ∇SJc(θ)− (∇σJc(θ)) I
15: ∇˜µJc(θ)← B · ∇µJc(θ) . Estimate Gradient
16: B ← B · exp(∇SJc(θ))
17: B ← B + α I . Inflate B
18: B ← B/‖B‖2 . Regularise B
19: q∗ ← line_search(q, ∇˜µJc(θ), κ, η)
20: set_attractor(q∗)
21: end while
22: end function
6.2 Control Cost Function
Controlling the robot through NGC is done by changing the cost function. The cost
function c′(q) is built by combining several costs as described in Chapter 3, and then
a task function g(q) is defined as in Chapter 4. We then add a control cost function
based on the task function that allows us to move through task-space:
c(q) = c′(q) + λ‖g(q)− τ ∗‖2 (6.5)
where λ is a constant controlling the strength of the control cost, and τ ∗ is the desired
position in task-space. The result is a controllable cost function that is controlled by
changing the variable τ ∗. This function can directly be used in NGC.
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To investigate the behaviour of NGC two experiments were performed on a model of
the iCub:
1. Dynamics: This experiment investigates the behaviour of NGC and compares
it to Jacobian-based control determined using finite differences. The goal is to
show that NGC can provide gradient signals that are more well-behaved than
Jacobian methods, and the covariance of NGC’s search distribution adapts to
the cost functions.
2. Complex Vision-Based Cost: Section 3.5.1 shows the experiments using NGC
with a Pixel Counting cost function that generates an image of the robot, and
then minimises or maximises the occurrence of certain pixel values. Such
functions are highly non-linear and not easily differentiable with respect to the
kinematic chain of the robot. This experiment shows how NGC is applicable to
domains that are out of reach for Jacobian-based control.
Dynamics A cost function was constructed with the following goals: The iCub
should place the palm of its right hand into a grasping position at a given location
in real-world coordinates, with the fingers pointing downwards and with the eyes of
the robot pointing towards the hand. This configuration is intended to reflect the task
described in the introduction where the robot makes a movement in order to grasp
a chess piece, while looking at it. The iCub is allowed to use its full 41 degrees of
freedom to solve the task. The cost function has the following components:
• Right Hand Position: The goal of the experiment is to move the right hand to a
particular real-world location. The cost for this purpose is the `2-norm between
the current and desired position (vrighthand and v∗righthand respectively) of the
right palm of the hand: cposition = ‖vrighthand − v∗righthand‖2. The right-hand
objective may be controlled over time by altering v∗righthand , thus changing the
total cost function.
• Left Hand Position: The left-hand cost clefthand is the same as for the right-
hand, but the left-hand position remains fixed at an initial position in these
experiments.
• Looking: Both the left and right eye should be aimed at the right index finger to
enable perception. The cost function ceye uses the dot product of the normalised
vector coming out of the eye ueye and the normalised vector pointing from the
eye to the finger: ueye_diff = wrindex−veye‖vrightindex−weye‖2 . Separate cost functions are used
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Figure 6.2. NGC Results Experiments comparing NGC with different population sizes to
FD on a grasping task from 200 random starting poses. The box plots include 95% of the
data-points, the rest are drawn as outliers with dots (if in range). (a) NGC moves the robot
into configurations with lower final costs with greater consistency than FD. In 40 of the 200
cases (20%) FD ends up in undesirable local minima which cannot be escaped and ends up in
collisions, resulting in high final and integrated costs. (b) Path lengths show little difference
between K = 400 and K = 200 for NGC. K = 100 performs noticeably worse and takes
longer paths. FD results in longer paths in most cases, while a few times the path is remarkably
short. Failure in the average case is due to an early local minimum, stopping the algorithm
prematurely. (c) The cost integrated over the path shows the efficiency of the algorithms.
AgainK = 400 andK = 200 perform very similarly, barring a few outliers.K = 100 shows
noticeably higher costs, and FD performs consistently worse. Again a few samples for FD
have a very low cost, due to early stopping.
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for the left and right eye due to the details of the robot platform. The eyes are
coordinated by NGC automatically.
• Point Fingers Down: To prepare for a grasp, a cost function is developed that
rewards the robot when the index finger, middle finger, and thumb are all pointed
downward. Separate cost functions are calculated for each finger and for the
thumb by taking the dot product between the vector coming out of the fingers
and a vector pointing down the z-axis.
• Home pose: In order to discourage the robot frommoving into strange positions,
the `2-norm between the current pose q and a stable homing pose q0 is controlled
using chome = ‖qt − q0‖2. This cost acts as a regularisation term.
• Collision: Collisions are detrimental to the iCub and thus are heavily dis-
couraged by multiplying the number of collisions with a big factor ccol =
1000 · |collisions|. The factor 1000 ensures a collision will always supercede
other constraints.
NGC was compared to a Jacobian-based method where the Jacobian is estimated
using finite differences (FD): The Jacobian of a cost c at a pose q is estimated by
making small perturbations to q in orthogonal directions and treating the normalised
differences in c as the gradient (perturbations of 10−3 degrees per joint were used).
Calculating the Jacobian using FD is accurate if the function is smooth over the small
perturbations, which is the case for our cost functions.1
To compare the gradients of NGC and Jacobian-based methods, we applied a
simple simulation environment. When FD and NGC are run on the real robot, they
yield a new attractor point qˆ at each time step. In the model-based experiments, rather
than simulate the dynamical system, a step of fixed length is taken towards the attractor
at each time step. This scenario would correspond to the robot always running at the
same speed through joint parameter space, without momentum or gravity. Although
this scenario may seem unrealistic, it also avoids complicated interactions with the
environment, which may bias the results. Our focus here is to compare the quality of
the control signals, without the complications of a full dynamical system. We also
run NGC on the real iCub in experiments below.
A set of 200 starting positions was generated randomly, and FD and NGC were
used to minimise the cost function in each case. NGC used several population sizesK:
100, 200, and 400. The optimiser was stopped when the function does not decrease
for 10 iterations.
1Calculating the Jacobian using FD is a common trick, e.g. MATLAB’s solvers default to FD
estimation if no Jacobian is given for the provided objective function [Nonlinear Equations with
Finite-Difference Jacobian - MATLAB].
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Figure 6.3. Responsiveness of NGC Plot shows the responsiveness of NGC to changes in the
task objective, indicated by arrows. The left scale shows the change in cost over time. When
the objective changes, the cost spikes and is then reduced over time. The right scale shows the
ratio of the first to the second eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. This ratio increases as NGC
responds to the new objective, then stabilises to one when a local minimum is reached. Values
are graphed for different regularisation parameters α. Lower α results in faster adaptation,
but can lead to erratic behaviour when it adapts too much.
The results are shown in Figure 6.2 in box plots, which include 95% of the
samples. The 5% outliers are drawn as dots if in range. Figure 6.2a shows the final
cost achieved by the algorithms, which measures how well each method was able to
solve the task. NGC slightly outperforms FD on average in terms of the final cost,
with little difference between the different population sizes. However, a big spike in
the box plot shows the FD algorithm often ends up in local minima which it cannot
escape. Because FD does not sample around its searching position like NGC, it cannot
see ahead and gets pushed into collisions, adding a high cost. In fact 40 of the 200
experiments (20%) resulted in a collision. It is hard for FD to get out of such a position
by simple gradient descent in the cost function.
Figure 6.2b shows the length of the path taken, and Figure 6.2c the cost integrated
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over the path (see Figure description for details). It shows that NGC outperforms FD
in most cases, with much more stable performance. Increasing the population of NGC
from 100 to 200 results in a significant increase in performance, while increasing
to 400 only increases performance slightly. The experiments in Figure 6.2 and the
demonstration in Figure 6.4 show that NGC can be used as a flexible and robust low-
or mid-level controller. The primary benefit of NGC is its versatility with respect
to complex task constraints. This benefit comes with the computational burden of
sampling hundreds of robot poses and computing their cost. Nonetheless, the quality
of the control signal obtained justifies the computational overhead in many tasks, and
the flexibility of NGC can enable coarse-grained planning algorithms.
Effects of Regularisation To understand the effect of regularisation, the same
cost function was optimised, while periodically changing the goal for the right hand
to a position far removed from the previous position. Figure 6.3 shows the responses
of NGC to these changes. Arrows point out when the goal is changed. The graphs
in the upper part show how the cost decreases over time. When the goal changes,
the cost immediately increases and is then gradually reduced by NGC. The bottom
graphs show the ratio between the first and second eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix. When the goal changes, this ratio increases quickly, adjusting its distribution
to the primary direction of steepest descent. As the goal is reached, the ratio settles as
the covariance matrix stabilises to the identity matrix. Different regularisation values
α = .01, .03, .1 were tested; a higher value means a stronger pull of the covariance
matrix towards an identity matrix. The best responses are given by setting α = .03. A
lower α leads to erratic behaviour due to big changes in the covariance matrix, and
higher α reduces responsiveness.
Figure 6.1 shows screenshots of the optimiser for α = .3 and K = 400 when a
goal position changes. At the left panel, the search distribution starts in a settled-down
state, then notices the change and quickly adapts by sampling in the direction of the
new goal. Finally, it settles down again upon reaching the goal in the right panel.
The experiments demonstrate that NGC is able to respond flexibly to a complex cost
function where the Jacobian provides an inadequate control signal.
Demonstration on the iCub In order to verify that the experimental setting prop-
erly reflects real-world behaviour, NGC was used to control the real robot. Figure 6.4a
shows the starting and ending positions for NGC in this task. From a position far away
from the goal, NGC controls the robot to a pose that looks at the hand and holds the
fingers downwards.
To show the flexibility of NGC the left and right hand are controlled separately. In
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(a) NGC can control the iCub to perform a
reach behaviour. The corresponding cost func-
tion encourages the fingers of the right hand
to point down, and the eyes to look at the right
index finger, to possibly allow for perception-
based control.
(b) NGC Demonstration NGC can con-
trol both arms independently by dynamically
changing the goal position. This cost function
states that the iCub should look at its right
finger while controlling its 41-degrees of free-
dom and avoiding self-collisions.
Figure 6.4. Demonstrations Demonstrations on the real iCub
this case, the requirement to point the fingers down is removed to allow for elaborate
movements, but the gaze of the robot is still aimed at the hand. Figure 6.4b shows
that the robot can freely control its 41 degrees of freedom to enable these movements.
These results show the feasibility of complex cost functions that are easily incorporated
in NGC but very hard to combine with Jacobian-based inverse kinematics approaches.
6.4 Discussion
The experiments demonstrate that NGC is a viable low- to mid-level control method
that can incorporate complex, non-differentiable task constraints for high degree-of-
freedom robotics. In this section, the advantages and limitations of NGC are discussed
along with possible ways of incorporating these advantages into Jacobian methods as
well. It has been shown to provide more stable and robust control than the standard task
Jacobian in the case of a reaching grasp. The reasons for this stability and robustness
arise from the use of a natural gradient on a space of parameterised probability
distributions that add hidden degrees of freedom to the robot that can be used to avoid
ill-conditioned and oscillatory control signals. NGC has also been shown to easily
incorporate very complex cost functions, such as statistics of rendered images, which
is the main advantage over traditional Jacobian-based methods.
Advantages of NGC NGC finds good gradients in some places where the Ja-
cobian does not. There are several reasons for this fact. Firstly, the sampling-based
natural gradient includes curvature information, allowing it to avoid plateaus and
other problematic properties of the cost function. Secondly, NGC searches for poses
indirectly in a space of Gaussian probabilities. The expanded parameter space for
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these distributions makes it possible to avoid ill-conditioned gradients by fixing the
width of the covariance matrix. If the covariance matrix were allowed to become
small, then the natural gradients could explode. However, since the covariance matrix
is separate from the pose being optimised, it is possible to control it separately from
the pose. A similar technique might also be possible for Jacobian-based controllers
by adding extra dimensions. Thirdly, local sampling in NGC allows NGC to consider
movement in directions that would not be proposed by the Jacobian. These movements
appear as correlations among the various joints. NGC can thus find ways of improving
the cost that are hidden to the Jacobian.
Regarding computational cost, the MoBeE framework is capable of testing 3000
poses per second for collisions and cost. With a population size of 200, NGC could
theoretically be run at a frequency of 15 updates per second. In actual practice, reading
the state of the iCub robot introduces a latency that reduces this frequency. A higher
frequency of 60 updates per second would be desirable. It may be possible to further
optimise the system to achieve this goal. The computational cost and the difficulty of
implementing the NGC system cannot be ignored. The vastly improved versatility
seems to merit these costs, however. In its current state, NGC has sufficient frequency
to provide good control of the robot in demonstrations.
Limitations NGC requires significantly more computation than most inverse kine-
matics approaches since many samples have to be taken and calculated per time-step
to estimate the gradient. With current increases in computation power and assuming
more optimised code, we believe this constraint can be alleviated. Also, NGC calcu-
lates a gradient directly in joint-space and thus does not take dynamics into account.
Even if the gradient is pointing in the perfect direction to minimise the cost, it cannot
be assumed that all joints respond with the same speed (or at all). Such dynamics
are inherently tied to the real world and thus are hard to model, although they can be
learned [Atkeson et al., 1997; Ijspeert et al., 2002].
6.5 Concluding Remarks
Throughout these chapters, we developed several algorithms that use high computa-
tional power to their advantage to control a humanoid. It allowed us to freely create
humanoid movements by using the sampling-based NGIK to build TRMs. The use of
computational power was maximised by parallelising this algorithm over many cores.
In this chapter we took a step back from the TRM building process and adjusted
NGIK to perform online control, resulting in NGC. NGC is applicable for online tasks
and continuously outputs a control signal while staying responsive to changes in the
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cost function. In total, this gives us a wide set of algorithms that mitigate limitations
that other algorithms have in this field, and can be used in many different settings.
Future work could focus on bringing the NGIKmethods into the realm of ‘dynamic
control’ in which forces to motors are directly optimised. Such approaches are more
involved since they need a detailed model of the physics of the robot, and need
even more computational power. However such physical models could be learned by
the algorithm from experience [Atkeson et al., 1997; Ijspeert et al., 2002] and the
computational power is expected to catch up in the future.
This concludes our work on humanoid control. In the next part we will investigate
algorithms for computer vision.
Part II
Vision
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Chapter 7
Artificial Neural Networks
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Figure 7.1. Artificial Neural Network A multi-layer neural network is shown. The input is
processed by multiplying each value with weights, denoted by lines. The results are stored
in the next layer, after which a non-linear function like tanh or softmax is applied. This
process is repeated for every layer until the output is reached. We formalise neural networks
in Section 7.3.
7.1 Vision
We developed several control algorithms, but a humanoid also needs to perceive the
world. In the following chapters, we develop several visual processing algorithms.
Big leaps have been made in this field with the introduction of the fast convolutional
neural network (Section 7.5), that push the computational capabilities of today’s
computers to their limits.
However, most algorithms in this field approach vision as a static problem; apply-
ing a fixed amount of computation for every sample, and then forgetting about it. In
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contrast, a humanoid robot has to deal with dynamic environments where time plays
an important role. Depending on the situation and the difficulty of the visual task, it
should use more or less time to process input.
The algorithms we will develop in the following chapters bring such dynamism
to existing visual processing architectures. In essence, this allows these algorithms
to use their computational power more efficiently. Even though this adds complexity
and pushes the hardware limits even further, we find efficient learning algorithms that
make this manageable.
In this chapter, we introduce the basis of our work; the neural network and its
derivatives. Then, Chapter 8 develops our dynamic neural network that learns to focus
on different features of the image using a gating mechanism. Following that, Chapter 9
develops a 3D volumetric segmentation algorithm that uses the complex gating
mechanisms of an LSTM (explained in Section 7.6) to its advantage. Chapter 10 shows
an application combining our work in humanoid control with the visual processing
algorithms developed here. Finally, Chapter 11 concludes the thesis.
7.2 Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (NNs) are biologically inspired computational architec-
tures that try to mimic the processing power of brains in a computer. Such architectures
were first invented around the time the first primitive computers arose [McCulloch
and Pitts, 1943], but they were not able to learn. The first network that could learn
was the perceptron, which performed a simple linear operation on its input, followed
by a non-linearity [Rosenblatt, 1958; Rosenblatt, 1961]. A variant of linear regres-
sion [Legendre, 1805] was used to train the networks.
Quickly, researchers figured out that they could improve the computational capac-
ity by increasing the number of ‘layers’, where each layer performs a linear operation
followed by a nonlinear operation. The more layers a network has, the ‘deeper’ it
is. The first of such deep networks were trained one layer at a time [Ivakhnenko and
Lapa, 1965; Ivakhnenko and Lapa, 1967; Ivakhnenko, 1968].
However, soon a better approach emerged to train such deep NNs. The win-
ning approach was in hindsight simple and came from the traditional differentiable
calculus [Leibniz, 1684; Gauss, 1809]. By defining an error function and using differ-
entiation, a gradient can be calculated. Then, gradient descent gives the direction in
which the NN parameters should be changed to decrease the error [Hadamard, 1908].
Linnainmaa, 1970 was the first to apply this method to NNs, but his method did not
scale well for deep NNs. Thich was solved by the invention of the efficient backpropa-
gation algorithm [Kelley, 1960; Bryson, Jr. and Denham, 1961; Linnainmaa, 1970;
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Werbos, 1974; Dreyfus, 1973], a dynamic programming approach [Bellman, 1957] to
calculating the gradient by propagating the error backwards through the network while
reusing computations. This approach was later applied to NNs [Linnainmaa, 1970;
Werbos, 1981; Parker, 1985; LeCun, 1985; LeCun, 1988; Rumelhart et al., 1986] and
is discussed in Section 7.3.1. This simple approach is what achieves state-of-the-art
results until this day [Ciresan et al., 2012b; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Goodfellow et al.,
2013; Lin et al., 2013].
Deep Learning In the process of building more efficient NNs for image processing,
convolutional neural networks (CNN) were invented [Fukushima, 1979; Fukushima,
1980; Fukushima, 2013], by using the locality properties of images to reduce the
number of connections (see Section 7.5). Also, CNNs are trained with backpropaga-
tion [LeCun et al., 1989; LeCun et al., 1990],
However, even with these changes, the training of such architectures was impracti-
cal since computers were simply not fast enough. This changed with the introduction
of programmable Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). GPUs are normally used to
draw graphical scenes in computer games and are very good at doing local compu-
tations in parallel. Ciresan et al., 2011 and Krizhevsky et al., 2012 realised GPUs
were perfectly suited to do convolution operations and used them to train convolu-
tional neural networks, achieving remarkable results, in some case performing better
than humans on image recognition tasks [Ciresan et al., 2011; Ciresan et al., 2012b;
Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Goodfellow et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Ciresan et al., 2013;
Ciresan et al., 2012a; Farabet et al., 2013; Sermanet et al., 2013].
Since then, the field of machine learning and computer vision has been dominated
by GPU based CNNs. With the ever increasing power of GPUs, the computational
architectures are able to use more and more layers of computations, increasing the
complexity of their computations and increasing their representational power. Archi-
tectures with many layers have been popularised under the name ‘deep’ architectures,
referring to the ‘depth’ of the information flow through the layers. ‘Deep’ also seems
to refer to ‘profoundness’ of their representation, often corresponding to higher level
concepts [Zeiler and Fergus, 2014] such as the famous ‘cat’-neuron which only re-
sponds to images of cats after being trained on many YouTube videos [Markoff, 2012].
Such representational power has been likened to the concept of ‘Grandmother’ neu-
rons [Gross, 2002], a theory that there is a neuron that specifically responds to your
grandmother. These have been identified in human brains with the discovery of the
‘Jennifer Aniston’ neuron, a neuron that actually explicitly turns on when the person
sees or hears about the actress Jennifer Aniston [Quiroga et al., 2005]! After training,
CNNs show remarkable similarities with cells in the brain [Hubel and Wiesel, 1959;
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Hubel and Wiesel, 1962] resembling Gabor filters [Gabor, 1946], adding validity to
their name. CNNs are introduced in Section 7.5. See the review paper by Schmidhuber,
2015 for a comprehensive overview of CNNs and deep learning.
Recurrent Neural Networks To process arbitrary sequences, recurrent neural
networks (RNN) were invented. An RNN introduces recurrent connections that turn
a regular NN into a dynamical system that can sequentially process inputs, one step
at a time. Again, backpropagation is applied to train these networks [Williams, 1989;
Robinson and Fallside, 1987; Werbos, 1988; Schmidhuber, 1992]. However, due the
equations governing the RNN, which extensively use multiplications, the error cannot
be propagated far through the RNN before diffusing, vanishing or exploding [Hochre-
iter, 1991]. In essence, the multiplications cause an exponential reduction of the error
during backpropagation.
The Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM; [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1995]) was designed to mitigate this issue by changing the equations. A ‘cell’ variable
was added that retains information and is governed by several gates, such that errors
can flow unhindered over long time periods. The LSTMs now have state-of-the-art
performance on many tasks [Fan et al., 2014; Sak et al., 2014a; Graves and Jaitly,
2014]. RNNs and LSTM equations are discussed in Section 7.6.
The following sections formalise the NN, CNN, RNN and LSTM and their training
algorithms.
7.3 NN Formalisation
Here we formalise multi-layer neural networks, the basis of the computational archi-
tectures that will be presented in this thesis. We denote the input of the network as
x ∈ Rn and the output of the network as y ∈ Rm.
A neural network consists of N layers; each taking input from below, performing
computations on it, and sending the result to the next layer. Each layer represents
a vector of activations hi ∈ RHi , where Hi = dim(hi) is the size of the layer. The
strength of neural networks lies in the consecutive layer to layer computations, which
result in very complex information processing on the input. Each layer has a set of
parameters which define which computations are done, defined by a weight matrix
Wi and a bias vector bi, where i denotes the layer to which the matrix or bias belong
to. Changing these parameters changes the computations, and as such learning can
occur. The input layer has the index i = 0, the output layer has index i = N − 1. If
N > 2 then there are one or more layers in-between the output and input layer, called
hidden layers.
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The activations hi of every layer depends on the activations hi−1 of the layer below
it, and is calculated as follows:
hi+1(bi,Wi, hi) = f(bi +Wihi) (7.1)
where hi and hi+1 are the activations of hidden layers i and i+ 1,Wi ∈ RHi+1×Hi is
a weight matrix, and bi ∈ H a bias vector.
Non-Linear Operations The function f is a non-linear function applied element-
wise; typically used functions are:
the Hyperbolic Tangent function: tanh(x) = ex−e−x
ex+e−x ,
the Sigmoid function: σ(x) = 11+e−x ,
and the Rectified Linear function: ReLu(xi) = max(xi, 0). The Rectified Linear
(ReLu) function [Nair and Hinton, 2010; Dahl et al., 2013; Jarrett et al., 2009].
It simply assures a value is non-negative, by returning 0 for negative numbers.
If the task of the NN is to classify, the Softmax function is used in the final layer:
softmax(x)i = exp(xi)/
∑
i
exp(xi) (7.2)
The result of softmax is a vector of activations that are positive and sum up to 1. It
can thus be directly interpreted as a probability for different classes. Without non-
linear operations, there is no use for multiple layers since the linear operations can be
collapsed in one layer.
The full process of calculating the network’s output activation y from the input
activation x works as follows:
1. Define the input activation for the lowest layer h0 = x.
2. Calculate the activations h1..N−1 of the subsequent layers according to formula
(7.1).
3. Define the output as the last activation vector y = hN−1.
To concisely write this computation, we define:
y = fθ(x) (7.3)
where θ = {(Wi, bi) | i = 0 · · ·N − 1} are the network parameters.
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7.3.1 Backpropagation
Now that we know how to evaluate neural networks, we want to train them. One of
the most used methods is gradient descent [Hadamard, 1908]. A well-known method
to calculate the gradient through the network efficiently is backpropagation [Werbos,
1981].
Say we have an example from the dataset (x, yˆ) where x is the input and yˆ
the corresponding desired output. The output of the neural network is denoted as
y = fθ(x). We define an error metric between the desired output and actual output
that we want to minimise:1
min
θ
E(x, yˆ, θ) (7.4)
E(x, yˆ, θ) = 12‖fθ(x)− yˆ‖
2 (7.5)
where fθ is the neural network to be trained, parameterised by θ.
The next step is to calculate the gradient of this error ∂E
∂θ
with respect to the
parameters of the network. Since the neural network is a composition of simple
mathematical operations, we can use the chain rule to calculate the gradient towards
the parameters of a layer, e.g. the output layer. In the following derivation, we assume
tanh function is used f = tanh and use the following notation to calculate the
activation of one neuron j in layer i+ 1 :
hi+1j (bij,Wij, hi) = tanh (bij +Wijhi) (7.6)
Then the gradient of the error towards the weights of the output layer is calculated as:
∂E
∂WN−1ij
= (7.7)
∂ 12‖fθ(x)− yˆ‖2
∂WN−1ij
= (7.8)
(yi − yˆi) ∂fθ(x)
∂WN−1ij
= (7.9)
(yi − yˆi) ∂h
N
i
∂WN−1ij
= (7.10)
(yi − yˆi)[1− tanh2(bN−1i +WN−1i hN−1)]hN−1j (7.11)
1This derivation of backpropagation is taken from my Master’s thesis [M. F. Stollenga, 2011]
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whereWij is the element from matrixW on row i and column j,Wi is the row i of
matrixW.
These formulas are manageable because the weightWN−1ij only contributes to
one element of the output yj , avoiding complicated dependencies. However, if we
want to derive the gradient for a weight in the next layer downWN−2ij the gradient
becomes rather unwieldy because this weight indirectly contributes to all elements in
y:
∂E
∂WN−2ij
= (7.12)
(y1 − yˆ1) ∂h
N
1
∂hN−1i
∂hN−1i
∂WN−2ij
+ (y2 − yˆ2) ∂h
N
2
∂hN−1i
∂hN−1i
∂WN−2ij
+ · · ·
+(yO − yˆO) ∂h
N
O
∂hN−1i
∂hN−1i
∂WN−2ij
=
(7.13)
[
(y1 − yˆ1) ∂h
N
1
∂hN−1i
+ (y2 − yˆ2) ∂h
N
2
∂hN−1i
+ · · ·
+(yO − yˆO) ∂h
N
O
∂hN−1i
]
∂hN−1i
∂WN−2ij
(7.14)
It is even worse for the layer after that. It seems our calculations grow exponentially,
the deeper our weights are. But we have a solution; we already calculated ∂h
N
i
∂WN−1ij
in
equation 7.11, which is very similar to ∂h
N
i
∂hN−1j
on the left side of equation 7.14:
∂hni
∂Wn−1ij
=
[
1− tanh2(bn−1i +Wn−1i hn−1)
]
hn−1j (7.15)
∂hni
∂hn−1j
=
[
1− tanh2(bn−1i +Wn−1i hn−1)
]
Wn−1ij (7.16)
The solution of backpropagation is to use extra variables, called deltas δni , which store
and reuse intermediate computed values. These deltas are defined in the following
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way:
δNi = (yi − yˆi) (7.17)
δn−1i =
[
δn1
∂hn1
∂hn−1i
+ δn2
∂hn2
∂hn−1i
+ · · ·+ δnM
∂hnM
∂hn−1i
]
(7.18)
=
∑
j=1..M
δnj
∂hnj
∂hn−1i
(7.19)
Substituting 7.18 in 7.11 and 7.14 gives our equation to calculate the gradient of the
error to the weights using deltas:
∂E
∂Wn−1ij
= δni
∂hni
∂Wn−1ij
(7.20)
We write the gradient of the error towards the parameters as:
∇θEθ(x) = {( ∂E
∂Wi ,
∂E
∂bi
) | i = 0 · · ·N − 1}. (7.21)
7.4 Training
One of the simplest approaches to learning is to define a parameterised cost function
Eθ(x, yˆ) and calculate its derivative towards the parameters∇θEθ(x, yˆ). The result
is a vector in the parameter space of θ, pointing to the direction of steepest ascent of
the cost. Thus, going in the opposite direction should decrease the cost.
However, the gradient ∇θEθ(x, yˆ) is a local measure and only gives the slope
for the particular input x and parameters θ. As soon as another input is given, or the
parameters change, the gradient can change. A simple and effective approach to deal
with this is to create a dataset of samples (x, yˆ) ∈ D, randomly sample from it and
perform a small update to the parameters in the opposite direction of the gradient:
θ = θ − λ∇θEθ(x, yˆ). The learning algorithms used in this thesis are all related to
this approach, which are explained below.
7.4.1 Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
Backpropagation can efficiently calculate the gradient of the error towards the network
parameters. Moving the parameters in this direction is the quickest way to increase
the error; we want to minimise the error so we move in the opposite direction of the
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gradient, creating our update rules:
θ
λlearning←− θ −∇θE(x, yˆ) (7.22)
The stochastic gradient descent algorithm is as follows:
1 Take a random input sample with corresponding output (x, yˆ) out of the dataset
D.
2 Update parameters θ according to Eqn. (7.22).
3 Repeat 1 and 2 until learning rate λlearning is lower than a threshold (other
stopping criteria are possible).
Learning rates The learning rates λweight and λbias are typically set such that they
slowly decrease over time. In this work, an exponential decay is used to set the learning
rate such that in the n’th iteration, the learning rate is:
λlearning(n) = λmin + (λmax − λmin) · γn (7.23)
where n is the epoch number, λmax and λmin are the maximum and minimum learning
rates and 0 < γ < 1 is a decay rate. The learning rate exponentially decays from
λmax with λmin as its asymptote. The decay rate γ is typically defined in a half-time;
the number of epochs which it takes to half the distance of λ to λmin. It is defined by
γ = 12
1
halftime , where halftime defines the number of steps until halving.
Momentum Gradient descent can end up in local minima. A simple method to
mitigate this is to add momentum to the learning updates [Rumelhart et al., 1986].
Just as in physics, the momentum picks up speed in the direction that the gradient
points to on average. This avoids local minima by allowing the momentum to push
the state of the system through a local dip in the search space.
Instead of directly using the gradient to update the weights, as in Eqn. (7.22), an
extra variable is introduced:
m λmomentum←− ∇θE (7.24)
θ
λweight←− θ −m (7.25)
The added momentum termm builds a moving average of the gradient and thus holds
the momentum. This approach is used in Chapter 8.
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7.4.2 RMSPROP
A recent adaptation of SGD called Root Mean Squared Error Propagation (RM-
SPROP; Tieleman and Hinton, 2012), has become popular. RMSPROP is useful for
complex neural networks where certain weights get small gradients due to their posi-
tion in the network, but are important for learning and need to be updated. RMSPROP
estimates the variance of the gradient for every parameter, using a moving average.
Before updating a parameter, the gradient is divided by the root of this moving average.
The result is that the variance of the update step is (approximately) the same for every
weight. Even weights with very small gradients get significant updates.
Formally the following steps are performed every iteration:
MSE λMSE←−−− ∇2θE (7.26)
G = ∇θE√
MSE+ 
(7.27)
θ = θ − λlrG (7.28)
where E is the error function, MSE a running average of the variance of the gradient,
λMSE a constant, ∇2 the element-wise squared gradient, G the normalised gradient,
θ the weights, and  a small value to prevent division by 0.
Momentum Additionally, a momentum can be added before the update step to
reduce noise in the gradient:
MSE λMSE←−−− ∇2θE (7.29)
G = ∇θE√
MSE + 
(7.30)
M
λM←−− G (7.31)
θ = θ − λlrM (7.32)
whereM is the smoothed gradient holding momentum, and λM and λMSE are con-
stants. This approach is used in Chapter 9.
7.5 Convolutional Neural Networks
The strong representational powers of a neural network come from its consecutive
application of computations on the input throughout its layers. However, the computa-
tional burden grows quickly as the size of the input or the number of the hidden units
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Figure 7.2. Convolutions Convolutions performed on an image are shown. The same filter
is applied over the image at every position by calculating the dot product between the pixel
values and the weight values element-wise, as shown in Eqn. (7.34). This results in efficient
and powerful computations which are used in convolutional neural networks.
in a layer increases, since all neurons in two consecutive layers are connected to each
other. This is especially a problem for images, where the input is of type:
x ∈ RW×H×C (7.33)
where W is the width of the image, H the height and C the number of channels
(typically red, green and blue for a colour image). Even a low-resolution colour image
of 640× 480 pixels has about a million input values; multiplied with the number of
say 500 hidden units (not atypical) this results in half a billion computations for the
first layer!
Luckily, researchers have thought of smarter ways to connect neural networks for
image-based input. The key observation is that images have strong local correlations;
i.e. nearby pixels are often similar since they tend to be part of the same object.
Inspired by connections in the human visual cortex, Fukushima, 1980 introduced
convolutional neural networks (CNN). In a CNN, each neuron in a layer corresponds
to a specific location and connects to all neurons in a small region around that location
in the previous layer. Thus, in contrast to NNs, neurons in CNNs connect only locally
to neurons that correspond to the same neighbourhood. This dramatically reduces the
number of connections and thus allows the use of larger hidden layers for the same
amount of computation.
Additionally, another useful observation can be made about images: in general,
they are translation-invariant. A tree is still a tree if it is moved in an image, and an
object can appear in any part of an image since cameras can change direction easily.
And, even if most images have positional biases (the sky is typically on top, a road
typically on the bottom) we don’t want to put these biases in our architectures for
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reasons of robustness.
The application of this observation is that the weights of our connections can
be shared for all locations, as can be seen in Figure 7.2. The weights in a CNN are
referred to as filters, following their origin in signal processing.
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Figure 7.3. Convolutional Neural Network A convolutional neural network is shown. The
image is convolved with sets of filters, where the result of each set is stored in a hidden layer,
often called maps. After a non-linear operation, these maps are again convolved in the next
layer. If a classification is desired, the final layer does not convolve but implements a regular
neural network, with the desired number of outputs for classification.
Convolutions With these changes we can efficiently perform computations using
the discrete 2D-cross-correlation function, which due to some misunderstanding has
been called the convolution function in the machine learning community. The cross-
correlation and convolution are functionally the same and only differ in the alignment
of their operations. The weights in a CNN are referred to as filters, following the
signal processing vocabulary. It is written as:
(f ∗ g)[x, y] = Σ∞m=−∞Σ∞n=−∞f [x, y] g[x+m, y + n] (7.34)
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where f and g are the input image and filters respectively, and f [x, y] selects the value
at position x, y from the image, and if x, y reaches outside the range of the image,
it results in a 0. The ranges for −∞ to∞ seem extreme, but are there to keep the
notation general. In the implementation, the ranges that exceed the image or filters
will return 0 and can thus be ignored. To perform a convolution for every pixel, we
simply write: f ∗ g, without indexing.
Formalisation A CNN uses the convolutions instead of the matrix multiplications
of a regular neural network. Formally we say the network activations of layer i are
hi ∈ RW×H×C , the next layer activations hi+1 ∈ RW ′×H′×C′ , andW i ∈ RK×K×C×C′
are the filters. HereW and H refer to the width and height of the hidden layers, C
and C ′ the number of channels in layers i and i+ 1, andK to the width and height of
the convolution filters.
Note that the activation layers in CNNs have a three-dimensional structure, instead
of the one-dimensional vector of a regular NN. To deal with this complexity we
introduce the following notation to denote we take one slice of the activations hi at
channel c:
hi•,•,c (7.35)
The size of this object is hi•,•,c ∈ RW×H and is referred to as a map in CNN parlance.
Then the next layer is computed by:
hi+1•,•,c′ = ΣCc f(hi•,•,c ∗W i•,•,c,c′ + bi) (7.36)
where bi ∈ RC′ is a bias that is added element-wise, f is a non-linear function applied
element-wise, and • denotes the free parameters for the convolution. The parameters
of a CNN are denoted by θ = {(W i, bi) | i = 1 · · ·N}.
We let the activations of the lowest layer be the input h0 = x. Then, the output of
each successive hidden layer is calculated in the same way as was done for the NN
in Section 7.3. Using the economic use of connections, a CNN can process images
much more efficiently and use many more hidden units than is possible with an NN.
7.5.1 Maxout Pooling
An additional layer for convolutional neural networks that will be used in Chapter 8
is theMaxout pooling layer [Goodfellow et al., 2013]. The idea ofMaxout pooling
is to reduce the number of channels by only keeping the maximum value for local
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groups of channels. For a hidden layer hi, it is calculated as
h˜ix,y,c′ = max0<n< C
C′
hi
x,y,c′· C
C′+n
(7.37)
where hi ∈ RW×H×C are the hidden values, h˜i ∈ RW×H×C′ are the Maxout hidden
values, and C ′ is the number of channels after the Maxout, where C ′ < C and C
mod C ′ ≡ 0 (C is divisible by C ′). What Maxout achieves is adding an invariance
to the network by allowing it to ignore values with lower activations. A CNN with
Maxout will be used in Chapter 8.
7.6 Recurrent NNs and Long Short-Term Memory
Until now we have discussed NN architectures that deal with static inputs, like images,
where there is no concept of change over time. However, in the world of robotics
inputs are constantly changing, and time is an important factor. Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) are architectures that are designed to deal with such inputs. The
RNN is schematically drawn in Figure 7.4.
Say we are given a sequence where at every time step t we get an input xt ∈ RX ,
whereX is the dimensionality of the input. This results in a stream of vectors x0 . . . xT ,
where T is the length of the sequence. These inputs xt can be images from a video-
stream or intensities of an audio-signal. The RNN equations are as follows:
ht = f(θhx xt−1 + θhh ht−1 + bh) (7.38)
yt = f(θyh ht + by) (7.39)
where f is a non-linear function, such as the sigmoid or the tanh function, ht ∈ RH
is the hidden layer at time t, yt ∈ RY is the output, andWhx ∈ RH×X ,Whh ∈ RH×H
andWyh ∈ RY×H are weight matrices and bh ∈ RH and by ∈ RY are bias vectors.
It is important to notice that ht depends on ht−1 and thus is recursively connected,
which is where RNNs get their name. Say we are also given a desired output at every
time step yˆ0 . . . yˆT . We can then create an error function over the time period:
Et = (yt − yˆt)2 (7.40)
E = ΣT0Et (7.41)
With this error function, backpropagation can be applied to RNNs as described in
Section 7.3.1 and trained using the algorithms described in Section 7.4.
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Figure 7.4. RNN and LSTM A graphical representation of the RNN and LSTM networks
are shown. The inputs are denoted by x, the hidden units by h, and the output units by y. For
the LSTM, the hidden unit h functions as the output unit. The accent (′) denotes a value in
the next time step h′ = ht+1; otherwise the value is current h = ht. The RNN has a much
simpler structure and lacks gating operations. The LSTM has several gating mechanisms,
allowing it to propagate information efficiently over long periods of time. If the forget gate is
on and the input gate off, the line from c to c′ essentially copies information. By switching
on the input gate, information can be added to c′, and by switching off the forget gate, the
information from c will not reach c′ as is forgotten. These gating mechanisms let the LSTM
control the flow of information and propagate it over long time ranges.
LSTM To improve on RNNs, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks were
conceived [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 1999]. LSTMs are de-
signed to learn long-range time dependencies. They achieved state-of-the-art results
on challenging tasks such as handwriting recognition [Graves et al., 2009], large
vocabulary speech recognition [Sak et al., 2014b] and machine translation [Sutskever
et al., 2014].
The LSTM adds an extra variable, called the ‘cell’, that can store information
indefinitely. By switching several gates on or off, the LSTM can decide whether to
store new information, forget the old information, or output information, from that
cell. These gates allow the LSTM to retain information over long time intervals, and
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are implemented through simple element-wise multiplications:
xˆi = xi · gi (7.42)
where x is a vector of activations, g is a vector of gate values, and xˆ is the result
after gating. If gi = 0, no information reaches xˆi and if gi = 1 the value is unaltered
xˆi = xi.
A schematic drawing of the LSTM is shown in Figure 7.4. An LSTM unit consists
of an input gate (i), forget gate2 (f ), output gate (o), and memory cell (c) which
control what should be remembered or forgotten over potentially long periods of
time. The input x and all gates and activations are real-valued vectors: xt ∈ RX
and it, ft, c˜t, ct, ot, ht ∈ RH , for time 0 ≤ t ≤ T , where H is the number of hidden
units, and T is the length of the input. The gates and activations at discrete time
t = 1, 2, · · · , T are computed as follows:
it = σ(θix · xt + θih · ht-1 + θibias) (7.43)
ft = σ(θfx · xt + θfh · ht-1 + θfbias) (7.44)
c˜t = tanh(θc˜x · xt + θc˜h · ht-1 + θc˜bias) (7.45)
ct = c˜t  it + ct-1  ft (7.46)
ot = σ(θox · xt + θoh · ht-1 + θobias) (7.47)
ht = ot  tanh(ct) (7.48)
where (·) is a (matrix) multiplication, () an element-wise multiplication, and θ
denotes the weights. c˜ is the input to the ‘cell’ c, which is gated by the input gate, and
h is the output. The non-linear functions σ and tanh are applied element-wise, where
σ(x) = 11+e−x .
As can be seen in the equations and Figure 7.4, there are several gatingmechanisms
that allow for efficient propagation of information, both forward and backward in time.
The line connecting the current cell state c with the next cell state c′ runs through
the forget gate. When this gate is turned on, information can flow freely to the next
time step. The input gate controls the flow of new information into the cell, and the
output gate controls the read-out of information. These mechanisms allow the LSTM
to control information flow and retain information over long-range time ranges.
2Although the forget gate output is inverted and actually ‘remembers’ when it is on, and forgets
when it is off, the traditional nomenclature is kept.
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LSTM 1 LSTM 2 LSTM 3 LSTM 4
Figure 7.5. Multi-Dimensional LSTM The 2DMulti-Dimensional LSTM is connected such
that it follows the topology of an image. Since the connection needs to be a directed acyclic
graph, such that no loops occur in the computation, four separate LSTMs are used to process
the full image. The four separate LSTMs are combined by summing their activations. The
grey squares denote the inputs that affect the activations in the red; this shows that all four
directions are needed to calculate the context of the red square.
LSTM networks can learn dependencies over long time ranges in sequence data.
However, such data are necessarily one-dimensional with this dimension being time.
To carry these properties over to different kinds of data with more dimensions, Multi-
Dimensional LSTMs (MD-LSTM) were invented [Graves and Schmidhuber, 2009].
Three changes are made:
1. The LSTM unit is allowed to get input from M dimensions, instead of only one.
This is done by adding weight matrices for each direction and summing the
result.
2. An order is defined over the multi-dimensional input data, which makes sure
the order of computations forms an acyclic graph.
3. Due to the constraints on the ordering, multiple LSTM units are needed to
account for all information directions, as shown in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5 shows the four orderings needed to process 2-dimensional data, such as an
image. Each direction has its own LSTM unit and weights.
The MD-LSTM has great applications for different tasks such as image segmen-
tation [Byeon et al., 2014; Byeon et al., 2015]. In Chapter 9 we introduce a novel
adaptation of MD-LSTMs that allows for fast 3D volumetric segmentation.
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In this chapter, we have described the neural network and the recurrent neural network
and showed how to train them. The convolutional neural network is designed for
visual processing and pushes the current hardware capabilities to their limits. This
has resulted in state-of-the-art performance in many tasks.
However, we see a need for more refined control of the visual computations by
the algorithm itself. We think such dynamism is needed for humanoid applications
since their environment is inherently dynamic and thus, there is a need to control
their visual processing. In the following chapters, we will implement several methods
that implement dynamic visual processing in different ways. In Chapter 8 we develop
a CNN that can focus its attention on specific features of an image with a feedback
mechanism to improve recognition performance. And, in Chapter 9 we describe an
adapted version of MD-LSTMs that can perform fast computations on 3D volumes
for segmentation in bio-medical images. Finally Chapter 10 shows an application
combining our work in humanoid control and visual processing algorithms. Chapter 11
concludes the thesis.
Chapter 8
Deep Attention Selective Neural
Networks
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input
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Figure 8.1. Schematic Representation of dasNet A schematic representation shows the
basic workings of dasNet. The neural network takes an input and outputs the result. But this
result is altered by the policy, which observes the activations in the network, and outputs a
gating action to steer the computations in the neural network.
What opportunities arise for computer vision algorithms by the increase in com-
putational power? The biggest advances in computer vision in recent years have been
CNNs which push the hardware capabilities of GPUs to their limits, resulting in
state-of-the-art results. However, traditional CNNs are feed-forward neural networks,
processing an input image solely in one direction through the network, resulting in a
classification.
This process is inherently static; the flow of information is acyclic and never inter-
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acts with itself. In contrast, human vision is dynamic and extensively uses feedback;
information paths that flow backwards and affect the computations done on that same
information. In other words, the flow of information interacts with and affects itself.
The effects of dynamic processing is seen in humans. If an image is unclear
we take a longer time to process it. In an experiment with ornithologists, it was
shown the classification of birds that belong to one of two similar species took much
longer [Branson et al., 2010; Welinder et al., 2010]. Such response times are not
explained by single feed-forward processing which takes the same amount of time
regardless; it seems there is a feedback process where the image is revisited to elicit
more information from the image, in the light of what has been established in the
first processing step. Since humans benefit greatly from this strategy, we hypothesise
CNNs can too.
In this chapter, we develop Deep Attention Selective Neural Networks (dasNet)
which adds dynamic processing capabilities to a CNN. We perform the following
changes to a regular CNN (see Figure 8.1):
1. A gating mechanism is added on the filters such that they can be strengthened
or weakened. This feedback mechanism affects the computational processing
of the CNN and works as an attentional mechanism.
2. A policy is added which steers the attentional mechanism. It observes the current
state of activation of the CNN, and outputs an action vector. This action vector
is directly fed into the gating mechanism, closing the loop in the dynamics.
We will first formalise dasNet and show how it is trained. Then experiments are
performed to show its performance. The dasNet architecture was developed in joint
work with Jonathan Masci1 and published in a shared first author publication [M. F.
Stollenga* and J. Masci* et al., 2014]. It achieved state-of-the-art results at the time
of publication. Parts of that publication appear in this chapter.
8.1 Formalisation
The power of dasNet comes from its dynamics, allowing it to sequentially process
an image and balance the filter strengths in each iteration. This creates a dynamic
attention mechanism where the focus is put on certain features by strengthening and
weakening filters. Thus, at every iteration, the same image is viewed, but under a
different light, possibly resulting in a different classification. The experiments will
show this improves classification performance.
1Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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Construction The dasNet is build from a regular CNN. A Maxout CNN (see Sec-
tion 7.5.1), denoted byN, is augmented to allow the filters to be weighted differently
on different passes over the same image (compare to Eqn. (7.36)):
hi+1•,•,c′ = ai+1c′ ΣCc ReLu((hi•,•,c ∗W i•,•,c,c′) + bi) (8.1)
where a`j is the gate value of the j-th output map in layer `, changing the strength of its
activation, before applying the Maxout pooling operator, ReLu is the rectified linear
function (see Notation) and • denotes the free dimensions. The vector of gates at time
t is put together in one vector: at = [a00, a01, · · · , a0C′ , a10, · · · , a1C′ , · · · ]. This gating
vector is the output of a policy piφ(xt)→ at, where φ are the policy parameters, and
gating values a are seen as the actions.
The output of the networkN now depends on the gating values a, indicated with
the following notation:
yt = Nθ(at, x) (8.2)
where θ is the NN parameter vector, and yt is the output of the network on pass t.
Policy The policy pi is responsible for choosing the gate values for the next iteration.
This choice is based on the activation of the network at the current iteration. To do
this, the current state of the network is observed by creating an observation vector, ot.
This vector contains the following values:
1. the average activation of every output map Avg(hij), of each Maxout layer.
2. the pre-classification activations hN−2.
3. the class probabilities, yt.
These values give a summary of the current activations. The policy function piφ then
chooses an action as follows:
at = piφ(ot) = dim(A) · σ(φ · ot) (8.3)
where φ ∈ Rdim(A)×dim(O) is the weight matrix of the neural network, and σ is the
softmax function. Every action value is positive ai > 0 and the average action is equal
to 1: Avg(a) = 1. This ensures that the dynamics of dasNet are stable and prevents
exploding activations in the NN.
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There are two sets of parameters to learn in a dasNet; the neural network parameters θ
and the policy parameters φ. We train these parameters in two steps. First, the network
parameters are trained using SGD following the exact steps of the original Maxout
paper [Goodfellow et al., 2013].
Once the network parameters θ are trained, they are used in a dasNet and the
policy parameters φ need to be optimised. The search space of policy parameters is
very large because our action vector and state vector will contain close to one thousand
values, the policy will contain hundreds of thousands of parameters! Additionally,
the search space is very complex since it involves complex dynamics and interactions
through the feedback process. To deal with this large search space, we apply SNES
(see Section 3.2); the scalable version of the NES algorithm that we used in our work
in robotic control. Using such optimisation algorithms to optimise a policy is known
as direct policy search and has seen many applications in robotics [Peters and Schaal,
2006; Peters and Schaal, 2008]. Algorithm 8 describes the dasNet training algorithm.
Each generation starts by selecting a subset of n images from X at random. Then
p samples are drawn from the SNES search distribution (with mean µ and covariance
Σ) representing the parameters, φi, of a policy, piφi . Each sample undergoes n trials,
one for each image in the batch. The update parameters are set to ηµ = .8 for the
centre, and ηΣ = .3 for the covariance. The population size is p = 50, and the batch
size is 128.
Boosting The full dasNet process is illustrated in Figure 8.2. During a trial, the
image is presented to the Maxout net T iterations, allowing the feedback to function.
In the first pass, t = 0, the action, a0, is set to ai = 1,∀i, so that the Maxout network
functions as it would normally. On the next pass, the same image is processed again,
but this time, the gates a1 are changed. This cycle is repeated until pass T , at which
time the performance of the network is scored by:
Li = −λboost(d) log(yT ) (8.4)
(8.5)
λboost(d) =
λcorrect if d = ‖vT‖∞λmisclassified otherwise (8.6)
where v is the output ofN at the end of the pass T , d is the correct classification, and
λcorrect and λmisclassified are constants.
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Algorithm 8 TrainDasNet Trains a dasNet given a trained network. It uses SNES to
learn dynamic attention by optimising policy parameters.
1: function TrainDasNet(NetworkN, Initial distribution parameters µ, Σ, popula-
tion size K, dasNet timesteps T )
2: while True do
3: x⇐ NextBatch()
4: for i = 0→ p do
5: φi ∼ N (µ,Σ) . Sample new policy parameters
6: for j = 0→ n do . Iterate over batch
7: a0 ⇐ 1 . Initialise gates a with identity activation
8: for t = 0→ T do
9: yt = N(at, xj) . Evaluate network given actions at
10: ot ⇐ h(Nt) . Create observation vector ot
11: at+1 ⇐ piφi(ot) . Calculate new actions given policy
12: end for
13: Li = −λboost(d) log(yT ) . Calculate loss
14: end for
15: F [i]⇐ −Li . Store negative loss as fitness value
16: end for
17: µ,Σ← UpdateSNES(F , φ, µ, Σ) . Update SNES distribution
parameters
18: end while
19: end function
Li measures the weighted loss, where misclassified samples are weighted higher
than correctly classified samples λmisclassified > λcorrect . This simple form of boosting
is used to focus on the ‘difficult’ misclassified images. Once the input images have
been processed, the policy is assigned the fitness:
f(φi) =
cumulative score︷ ︸︸ ︷
n∑
i=1
Li +
regularisation︷ ︸︸ ︷
λ`2‖φi‖2 (8.7)
where λ`2 is a regularisation parameter. Once the candidate policies have been evalu-
ated, SNES updates its distribution parameters (µ,Σ) according to the natural gradient
calculated from the sampled fitness valuesF . As SNES repeatedly updates the distri-
bution over the course of many generations, the expected fitness of the distribution
improves, until the stopping criterion is met, i.e. no improvement is made for several
consecutive epochs.
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Figure 8.2. The dasNet Network Each image is classified after T passes through the network.
After each forward propagation through the Maxout net, the output classification vector, the
output of the second to the last layer and the averages of all feature maps are combined into an
observation vector used by a deterministic policy to choose an action that changes the weights
of all the feature maps for the next pass of the same image. After pass T , the output of the
Maxout net is finally used to classify the image.
8.3 Experiments
The network architecture ofN is directly taken from Goodfellow et al., 2013: Several
convolution layers are used, with 192maps in layer 1 with 96 layers after Maxout, 384
maps in layer 2 with 192 maps after Maxout, again 384 maps in layer 3 with 192 after
Maxout, projecting to a 2500 dimensional vector in layer 4, which is scaled down to
500 using Maxout. The final classification layer projects to 10 values corresponding
to the 10 classes. The result is a large observation vector dim(o) = 192+384+384+
500 + 10 = 1470 and action vector dim(a) = 96 + 192 + 192 = 480. The number
of policy parameters is |φ| = 1470× 480 = 705600
The experimental evaluation of dasNet focuses on ambiguous classification cases
in the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 data sets where, due to a high number of common
features, two classes are often mistaken for each other. These are the most interesting
cases for our approach. By learning on top of an already trained model, dasNet must
aim at fixing these erroneous predictions without disrupting, or forgetting, what has
been learned. The CIFAR-10 dataset [Krizhevsky, 2009] is composed of 32 × 32
colour images split into 5× 104 training and 104 testing samples, where each image is
assigned to one of 10 classes. The CIFAR-100 is similarly composed but contains 100
classes. The number of steps was experimentally determined and fixed at T = 5; small
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Table 8.1. Classification results on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
datasets. The error on the test-set is shown for several methods (lower is
better). Note that the result for Dropconnect is the average of 12 models.
Our method improves over the state-of-the-art reference implementation to
which feedback connections are added. The recent Network in Network
architecture [Lin et al., 2013] has better results when data-augmentation is
applied.
Method CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Dropconnect [Wan et al., 2013] 9.32% -
Stochastic Pooling [Zeiler and Fergus, 2013] 15.13% -
Multi-column CNN [Ciresan et al., 2012b] 11.21% -
Maxout [Goodfellow et al., 2013] 9.38% 38.57%
Maxout (trained by us) 9.61% 34.54%
dasNet 9.22% 33.78%
NiN [Lin et al., 2013] 10.41% 35.68%
NiN (augmented) 8.81% -
enough to be computationally tractable while still allowing for enough interaction. In
all experiments we set λcorrect = 0.005, λmisclassified = 1 and λ`2 = 0.005.
The Maxout network,N, was trained with the same method as the original authors
used (see Goodfellow et al., 2013 for details). The model consists of three convolu-
tional Maxout layers followed by a fully connected Maxout layer and softmax outputs.
Then, dasNet was trained as described above. The population for SNES was set to
K = 50, with update parameters ηµ = 0.8 and ηΣ = 0.3. Training of dasNet took
around 4 days on a GTX 560 Ti GPU, excluding the original time used to trainN.
Table 8.1 shows the performance of dasNet vs. other methods, where it achieves
a relative improvement of 6% with respect to the vanilla CNN. This established a
new state-of-the-art result at the time of publication for this challenging dataset, for
unaugmented data. Figure 8.4 shows the classification of a cat image from the test-set.
All output map activations in the final step are shown at the top. The difference in
activations compared to the first step, i.e., the (de-)emphasis of each map, is shown on
the bottom. On the left are the class probabilities for each time-step. At the first step,
the classification is ‘dog’, and the cat could indeed be mistaken for a puppy. Note that
in the first step, the network has not yet received any feedback. In the next step, the
probability for ‘cat’ goes up dramatically and subsequently drops a bit in the following
steps. The network has successfully disambiguated a cat from a dog. If we investigate
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Figure 8.3. Dynamics of dasNet Two dasNetswere trained on CIFAR-100 for different values
of T . Then they were allowed to run for [0..9] iterations for each image. The performance
peaks at the number of steps that the network is trained on, after which the performance drops,
but does not explode, showing the dynamics are stable.
the filters, we see that in the lower layer emphasis changes significantly (see ‘change
of layer 0’). Some filters focus more on surroundings whilst others de-emphasise the
eyes. In the second layer, almost all output maps are emphasised. In the third and
highest convolution layer, the most complex changes to the network can be seen. At
this level, the positional correspondence is largely lost, and the filters are known to
code for ‘higher level’ features. It is in this layer, that changes are the most influential
because they are closest to the final output layers.
It is hard to qualitatively analyse the effect of the alterations. If we compare each
final activation in layer 2 to its corresponding change (see Figure 8.4, right), we see
that the activations are not simply uniformly enhanced. Instead, complex suppression
and enhancement patterns are found, increasing and decreasing activation of specific
pixels. Another classification is shown in Figure 8.5, where an unclear image of a dog
has to be classified. A competition can be seen between the classes ‘cat’, ‘dog’ and
‘frog’. The ‘frog’ classification is quickly ruled out, but the ‘cat’ and ‘dog’ classes
keep competing and ‘dog’ finally wins (correctly). The feedback of dasNet does not
always improve the classification; in Figure 8.6 the image of a car is misclassified as
a truck after dasNet incorrectly changes the classification. At the last two time-steps,
the classification switches dramatically and shows unstable behaviour. Due to the
normalisation for the gates, the activations are bounded, but still this behaviour is
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Figure 8.4. Cat Classification The classification of a cat by the dasNet is shown. All output
map activations in the final step are shown on the top. Their changes relative to initial
activations in the first step are shown at the bottom (white = emphasis, black = suppression).
The changes are normalised to show the effects more clearly. The class probabilities over time
are shown on the left. The network first classifies the image as a dog (wrong) but corrects by
emphasising its convolutional filters to see it is actually a cat.
undesired. Visualising what these high-level features actually do is an open problem
in deep learning.
Dynamics To investigate the dynamics, several small 2-layer dasNets were trained
for different values of T . Then they were evaluated by allowing them to run for [0..9]
steps. Figure 8.3 shows results of training dasNet on CIFAR-100 for T = 1 and T = 2.
The performance goes up from the vanilla CNN, peaks at the step = T as expected,
and reduces but stays stable after that. So even though the dasNet was trained using a
small number of steps, the dynamics stay stable when these are evaluated for as many
as 10 steps.
To verify whether the dasNet policy is actually making good use of its gates, we
estimate their information content by directly using the gate values for classification.
The hypothesis is that if the gates are used properly, then their activation should
contain information that is relevant for classification. For this purpose, a dasNet
was trained with T = 2. Then using only the final gate-values (so without e.g. the
output of the classification layer), a classification using 15-nearest neighbour and
logistic regression was performed. This resulted in a performance of 40.70% and
45.74% correct respectively, similar to the performance of dasNet, confirming that
they contain significant information.
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Figure 8.5. Dog Classification The classification of the picture of a dog. All output map
activations in the final step are shown on the top. Their changes relative to initial activations in
the first step are shown at the bottom (white = emphasis, black = suppression). A competition
is seen between ‘cat’, ‘dog’ and ‘frog’. The ‘frog’ class is quickly ruled out, but competition
between the remaining classes keeps going until ‘dog’ finally wins.
In the Figure 8.5, a very difficult classification is shown. The correct classification
is a dog (the dog is on the right part of the image). Initially, without feedback, the class
‘frog’ has a high activation. After that, the classes ‘dog’ and ‘cat’ compete and from
step 3 onward, ‘dog’ has a higher activation. Figure 8.6 shows a misclassification,
where initially ‘car’ has a slightly higher activation, but eventually the network flips
and ends up giving ‘truck’ a strong classification. It shows that the dynamics don’t
always lead to correct results.
8.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we developed dasNet, a CNN with attention through an internal
feedback process. Where CNNs already push the computational boundaries of today’s
hardware, we push them even further by allowing dasNet to review the input several
times while focusing its attention to different features through feedback. The result
is a powerful algorithm that achieved state-of-the-art performance at the time of
publication [M. F. Stollenga* and J. Masci* et al., 2014].
Such feedback allows for dynamic visual processing that guides the computational
power such that it is used more efficiently. We believe this is important for applications
in robotics where given the dynamic nature of tasks, directed visual processing can
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Figure 8.6. CarMiss-Classification Themisclassification of a car. All output map activations
in the final step are shown on the top. Their changes relative to initial activations in the first
step are shown at the bottom (white = emphasis, black = suppression). The car is misclassified
as a truck. The classification changes dramatically under the feedback in the last time-steps.
This shows unstable behaviour, which is undesired. How to prevent such behaviour is an open
problem.
result in better use of computational powers. In the next chapter, we will develop the
idea of attention further with a different architecture based on the LSTM (Section 7.6).
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Figure 9.1. PyraMiD-LSTM Training Randomly rotated and flipped inputs are sampled
from random locations and fed to a PyraMiD-LSTM. Six C-LSTMs perform their computa-
tions in six directions, and their results are summed together. The output of the PyraMiD-LSTM
layer is sent to the fully-connected layer with a tanh non-linear function. Several PyraMiD-
LSTM layers and fully-connected layers can be applied. The last layer is fully-connected
which uses a softmax function to compute probabilities for each class for each pixel.
In the previous chapter, we presented dasNet, a CNN with attentional feedback that
improved the performance of an already powerful regular CNN. The attentional
feedback was implemented by gating activations within the neural network, such that
certain features could be emphasised while others were suppressed. We believe such
control of feature activations is key to improve the computational power of these
architectures through the internal guidance of computational processing power.
In this chapter we develop this idea further, using a different attentional mechanism.
In an effort to explore different ways of adding feedback, inspiration came from MD-
LSTMs (see Section 7.7), which can sequentially process images by ‘scanning’ them
with an LSTM in an ordered fashion. However, the connection topology of an MD-
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LSTM is not optimised for GPU computations, making it hard to use the full hardware
capabilities. Due to these issues, there are few implementations of MD-LSTMs and
their applications have not gone beyond processing 2D data.
In this chapter, we develop Pyramidal Multi-Dimensional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory Networks (PyraMiD-LSTM). The PyraMiD-LSTM architecture introduces a new
connection topology that combines powerful convolution operations (Section 7.5)
with the advanced gating mechanisms of the LSTM (Section 7.6). This architec-
ture seamlessly translates to an efficient GPU implementation, creating an efficient
implementation that can be applied on 3D-data.
In the rest of this chapter we explain this topology change, and then apply it on
challenging 3D volumetric segmentation tasks to show the practicality of PyraMiD-
LSTM. In Chapter 10 we apply a variant of PyraMiD-LSTM to the iCub robot.
The PyraMiD-LSTM architecture was developed together with Wonmin Byeon1
and published in a shared first author publication [M. F. Stollenga* and W. Byeon*
et al., 2015], parts of that publication appear in this chapter. PyraMiD-LSTM achieved
state-of-the-art performance on the ISBI NEATBrainS1 [Mendrik et al., 2015] dataset.
9.1 Pyramidal Connection Topology
(b) 'Turned' MD-LSTM (c) PyraMiD LSTM(a) Standard MD-LSTM
Figure 9.2. Connection Topology (a) The standard MD-LSTM topology connects LSTM-
units to two neighbours over the axis, recursively resulting in a square context. (b) Rotating
the direction of connections by 45◦ results in a pyramidal context with gaps. (c) The resulting
gaps are filled by adding extra connections, resulting in a full pyramidal context.
The multi-dimensional LSTM (MD-LSTM; Graves et al., 2007) aligns LSTM-units
in a grid and connects them over the axis. Multiple grids are needed to process
information from all directions (see Figure 7.5 on page 87). For 2D data, such as an
image, four LSTMs are needed such that each pixel receives information from the
1Both authors contributed equally to this work.
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full image. Figure 9.2–a shows one of these LSTMs that has performed computations
up to the red pixel shown. The context of this pixel has the shape of a square.
The PyraMiD-LSTM makes a simple change to the connection topology: The
connections of the LSTM are rotated by 45◦, as shown in Figure 9.2–b. All connections
are now strictly coming from the left; one from top-left and one from down-left.
However, gaps have formed in the context, which are filled by adding an extra connect
resulting in the final connection topology (Figure 9.2–c). All connections are strictly
coming from the left, which greatly simplifies memory access and facilitates an
efficient implementation on GPUs.
Figure 9.3. Pyramidal Context On the left, we see the context scanned so far by one of
the eight LSTMs of a 3D MD-LSTM: a cube. In general, given d dimensions, 2d LSTMs
are needed. On the right, we see the context scanned so far by one of the six LSTMs of a
3D-PyraMiD-LSTM: a pyramid. In general, 2× d LSTMs are needed.
The change in topology between an MD-LSTM and a PyraMiD-LTSM is not just
an implementation difference. It has big implementations in the shape of the context,
which is best shown in the case of 3D data. Figure 9.3 shows the context for 3D
data, for (a) an MD-LSTM and (b) a PyraMiD-LSTM. The context of an MD-LSTM
forms a cube while the context of a PyraMiD-LSTM forms a pyramid. Therefore, an
MD-LSTM needs eight LSTMs to scan a volume, while a PyraMiD-LSTM needs
only six since it takes eight cubes or six pyramids to fill a volume. Given d-dimension
data, the number of needed LSTMs grows as 2d for an MD-LSTM (exponentially)
while the number of needed pyramids grows as 2×d for a PyraMiD-LSTM (linearly)!
Convolutions On the implementation side, the big difference between a regular
MD-LSTM and the PyraMiD-LSTM is that the latter can use efficient convolutional
operations; the same as used in CNNs (Section 7.5). This is a direct result of the
change in connection topology that connects to a small neighbourhood of pixels, as
shown in Figure 9.2-c. The resulting LSTMs can thus be efficiently implemented
using fast convolutional operations as shown in Figure 9.4 (compare to regular LSTM
in Figure 7.4, page 85).
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Figure 9.4. C-LSTM The convolutional LSTM (C-LSTM) layer is the workhorse of the
PyraMiD-LSTM and performs convolutional operations to efficiently calculate contextual in-
formation for every pixel. The ability to use convolutions comes from the change in connection
topology in Figure 9.2.
9.2 Architecture
Here we explain the PyraMiD-LSTM network architecture for 3D volumes (see
Figure 9.1). The working horses of PyraMiD-LSTM are six convolutional LSTMs
(C-LSTM) layers, one for each direction, that compute the full context of each pixel
(see Figure 9.4). Each C-LSTM processes the entire volume in one direction. The
directions D are formally defined over the three axes (x, y, z):
D = {(·, ·, 1), (·, ·,−1), (·, 1, ·), (·,−1, ·), (1, ·, ·), (−1, ·, ·)} (9.1)
Here · denotes over which axis the convolution takes place, and 1 or −1 refers to the
direction of computation over the third axis. They essentially choose which axis is the
time direction; i.e. with (·, ·, 1) the positive direction of the z-axis represents the time.
The input to the PyraMiD-LSTM is x ∈ RW×H×D×C , where W is the width,
H the height, D the depth, and C the number of channels of the input, or the num-
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ber of hidden units in second- and higher layers. Similarly, we define the volumes
fd, id, od, c˜d, cd, hd, h ∈ RW×H×D×O, where d ∈ D is a direction andO is the number
of hidden units per pixel, and f , i, o and c refer to the forget gate, input gate, output
gate and cell volumes. Since each direction needs a separate volume, we denote
volumes with (·)d.
The time index t selects a slice in direction d. For instance, for direction d =
(·, ·, 1), vdt refers to the plane x, y, z, c for x = 1..X, y = 1..Y, c = 1..C, and z = t.
For a negative direction d = (·, ·,−1), the plane is the same but moves in the opposite
direction: z = D − t. A special case is the first plane in each direction, which does
not have a previous plane, hence we omit the corresponding computation.
C-LSTM equations:
idt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxi + hdt-1 ∗ θdhi + θdibias) (9.2)
fdt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxf + hdt-1 ∗ θdhf + θdfbias) (9.3)
c˜dt = tanh(xdt ∗ θdxc˜ + hdt-1 ∗ θdhc˜ + θdc˜bias) (9.4)
cdt = c˜dt  idt + cdt-1  fdt (9.5)
odt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxo + hdt-1 ∗ θdho + θdobias) (9.6)
hdt = odt  tanh(cdt ) (9.7)
h =
∑
d∈D
hd (9.8)
where (∗) is a convolution2, and h is the output of the layer. The outputs hd for all
directions are summed together in the last equation.
Fully-Connected Layer: The output of our PyraMiD-LSTM layer is connected to
a pixel-wise fully-connected (FC) layer, whose output is squashed by the hyperbolic
tangent (tanh) function:
h`FC(x, y, z, c) = tanh(
∑
c′
wc,c′h
`−1(x, y, z, c′)). (9.9)
This step is used to increase the number of channels for the next layer.
2In 3D volumes, convolutions are performed in 2D; in general an n-D volume requires n-1-D
convolutions. All convolutions have stride 1, and their filter sizes should at least be 3 × 3 in each
dimension to create the full context.
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Classification Layer: The final classification is done using a pixel-wise softmax
function:
y(x, y, z, c) = e
−h(x,y,z,c)∑
c′ e−h(x,y,z,c
′) (9.10)
giving pixel-wise probabilities for each class. Typically, multiple PyraMiD-LSTM
layers and fully connected layers are stacked on top of each other, followed by a final
classification layer.
9.3 Experiments
We evaluate our approach on two 3D bio-medical image segmentation datasets:
electron microscopy (EM) and MR Brain images.
EM dataset The EM dataset [Cardona et al., 2010] is provided by the ISBI 2012
workshop on Segmentation of Neuronal Structures in EM Stacks [Segmentation of
Neuronal Structures in EM Stacks Challenge, 2012]. Two stacks consist of 30 slices
of 512× 512 pixels obtained from a 2,× 2 × 1.5 µm3 micro-cube with a resolution
of 4× 4× 50 nm3/pixel and binary labels. One stack is used for training, the other
for testing. Target data consists of binary labels (membrane and non-membrane).
MR Brain dataset TheMRBrain images are provided by the ISBI 2015 workshop
on Neonatal and Adult MR Brain Image Segmentation (ISBI NEATBrainS15) [Men-
drik et al., 2015]. The dataset consists of twenty fully annotated Magnetic Resonance
Image (MRI) scans. Three different scan methods were used: a 3D T1-weighted scan
(T1), a T1-weighted inversion recovery scan (IR), and a fluid-attenuated inversion
recovery scan (FLAIR). These three methods emphasise different tissues by different
field energies and post-processing methods.
The dataset is divided into a training set with five volumes and a test set with
fifteen volumes. Each volume includes 48 slices with 240× 240 pixels (3mm slice
thickness). The slices are manually segmented through nine labels: cortical grey
matter, basal ganglia, white matter, white matter lesions, cerebrospinal fluid in the
extra-cerebral space, ventricles, cerebellum, brainstem, and background. Following
the ISBI NEATBrainS15 workshop procedure, all labels are grouped into five classes:
1. Cortical grey matter and basal ganglia (GM).
2. White matter and white matter lesions (WM).
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3. Cerebrospinal fluid and ventricles (CSF).
4. Cerebellum and brainstem.
5. Background (anything not in class 1-4).
The NEATBrainS15 procedure ignores class (4) for evaluation.
Sub-volumes and Augmentation The full dataset requires more than the 12
GB of memory provided by our GPU, hence, we train and test on sub-volumes. We
randomly pick a position in the full data and extract a smaller cube (see the details in
Bootstrapping). This cube is possibly rotated at a random angle over some axis and
can be flipped over any axis. For EM images, we rotate over the z-axis and flipped
sub-volumes with 50% chance along x-, y-, and z-axes. For MR brain images rotation
is disabled and only flipping along the x direction is considered, since brains are
(mostly) symmetric in this direction.
During test-time, rotations and flipping are disabled and the results of all sub-
volumes are stitched together using a Gaussian kernel, providing the final result.
Pre-processing The scan images show large variability in contrast and brightness
due to the nature of MRI. To normalise the input data, the three data-types of the MR
Brain dataset are pre-processed as follows:
1. Each input slice is normalised to a mean of zero and variance of one.
2. To remove global brightness changes (e.g. see Figure 9.6-b), from all slices we
subtract the Gaussian smoothed images (filter size: 31× 31, σ = 5.0).
3. Finally, a Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (CLAHE) [Pizer
et al., 1987] is applied to enhance the local contrast (tile size: 16× 16, contrast
limit: 2.0).
The before and after images for the three data types are shown in Figure 9.6. The origi-
nal and pre-processed images are all used, except the original IR images (Figure 9.6b),
which have high variability. We do not apply the complex structural pre-processing
methods common in bio-medical image segmentation [Wang et al., 2015].
Training We apply RMS-prop [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] with momentum (see
Section 7.4.2). The squared loss was chosen as it produced better results than using
the log-likelihood as an error function.
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We use a decaying learning rate: λlr = 10−6 + 10−2 · 12
epoch
100 , which starts at
λlr ≈ 10−2 and halves every 100 epochs asymptotically towards λlr = 10−6. Other
hyper-parameters used are  = 10−5, λMSE = 0.9, and λM = 0.9.
Bootstrapping To speed up training, we run three learning procedures with in-
creasing sub-volume sizes: first, 3000 epochs with size 64× 64× 8, then 2000 epochs
with size 128× 128× 15. Finally, for the EM-dataset, we train 1000 epochs with size
256× 256× 20, and for the MR Brain dataset 1000 epochs with size 240× 240× 25.
After each epoch, the learning rate λlr is updated.
Experimental Setup All experiments are performed on a desktop computer with
an NVIDIA GTX TITAN X 12GB GPU. Due to the pyramidal topology, all major
computations can be done using convolutions with NVIDIA’s cuDNN library [Chetlur
et al., 2014], which has reported 20× speedup over an optimised implementation on
a modern 16 core CPU. On the MR brain dataset, training took around three days,
and testing per volume took around 2 minutes.
We use exactly the same hyper-parameters and architecture for both datasets. Our
networks contain three PyraMiD-LSTM layers. The first PyraMiD-LSTM layer has
16 hidden units followed by a fully-connected layer with 25 hidden units. In the next
PyraMiD-LSTM layer, 32 hidden units are connected to a fully-connected layer with
45 hidden units. In the last PyraMiD-LSTM layer, 64 hidden units are connected to
the fully-connected output layer whose size equals the number of classes.
The convolutional filter size for all PyraMiD-LSTM layers is set to 7 × 7. The
total number of weights is 10, 751, 549, and all weights are initialised according to a
uniform distribution:U (−0.1, 0.1).
Implementation Bug in Convolutional Alignment The PyraMiD-LSTM im-
plementation for the experiments performed within this chapter contained a bug. This
bug was corrected in the experiments in the following Chapter 10. For completeness,
we explain the bug here.
The convolution function is provided with a pointer to memory containing the
input pixels, with all rows of pixels concatenated in one long sequence. The width
and height of the image are provided as extra arguments in order to calculate the right
index. In the implementation, the width and height were swapped, and thus the wrong
indexes were calculated.
In both datasets, the width and height are the same, but the depth has a different
value. As a result, the convolutions over the z-axis are correct (since swapping had
no effect), but the convolutions over the x- and y-axis are using wrong indexes. Since
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Table 9.1. Results PyraMiD-LSTM Performance comparison on EM images.
Some of the competing methods reported in the ISBI 2012 website are not yet
published. Comparison details can be found under http://brainiac2.mit.edu/
isbi_challenge/leaders-board.
Group Rand Err. Warping Err.(×10−3) Pixel Err.
Human 0.002 0.0053 0.001
Simple Thresholding 0.450 17.14 0.225
IDSIA [Ciresan et al., 2012a] 0.048 0.434 0.060
DIVE 0.048 0.374 0.058
PyraMiD-LSTM 0.047 0.462 0.062
IDSIA-SCI 0.0189 0.617 0.103
DIVE-SCI 0.0178 0.307 0.058
the index calculation affects both the output and input index calculation in the same
way, the indexes within the row of the target pixel are correct, but outside this row the
convolution uses wrong and spatially distant parts of the input.
In principle, the weights can learn to adjust for this bug by switching off the
‘wrong’ indexes by setting the corresponding weights to 0, and only learn using the
weights with correct indexes within the row. This allows the PyraMiD-LSTM to still
use context information over the x- and y-axis, however not to full effect.
Still, as shown below, PyraMiD-LSTM performs well even with this bug. In the
PyraMiD-LSTM architecture used in the next chapter, the bug is corrected.
9.3.1 Neuronal Membrane Segmentation
Membrane segmentation is evaluated through an online system provided by the
ISBI 2012 organisers. The measures used are the Rand error, warping error, and
pixel error [Segmentation of Neuronal Structures in EM Stacks Challenge, 2012].
Comparisons to other methods are reported in Table 9.1. The teams IDSIA and DIVE
provide membrane probability maps for each pixel, like our method. Note that the
team IDSIA generated the map by one of the state-of-the-art methods [Ciresan et al.,
2012a], CNNs, but the team DIVE did not provide the information of their approach.
These maps are adapted by the post-processing technique of the teams SCI [Liu et al.,
2014], which directly optimises the rand error (DIVE-SCI (top-1) and IDSIA-SCI
(top-2)); this is most important in this particular segmentation task.
Without post-processing, PyraMiD-LSTM networks outperform other methods in
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(a) Input (b) Segmentation
Figure 9.5. Segmentation Results Segmentation results of PyraMiD-LSTM on the EM
dataset (slice 26)
rand error, and are competitive in warping error and pixel error. Figure 9.5 shows an
example segmentation result.
9.3.2 MR Brain Segmentation
The results are compared using the DICE overlap (DC), the modified Hausdorff dis-
tance (MD), and the absolute volume difference (AVD) [Mendrik et al., 2015]. MR
brain image segmentation results are evaluated by the ISBI NEATBrain15 organis-
ers [Mendrik et al., 2015] who provided the extensive comparison to other approaches
on http://mrbrains13.isi.uu.nl/results.php. Table 9.2 compares our results
to those of the top five teams. The organisers compute nine measures in total and
rank all teams for each of them separately. These ranks are then summed per team,
determining the final ranking (ties are broken using the standard deviation). PyraMiD-
LSTM leads the final ranking with a new state-of-the-art result and outperforms other
methods for CSF in all metrics.
9.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we developed PyraMiD-LSTM, a visual processing architecture for
multi-dimensional data with LSTM gated convolutional operations. Similar to dasNet
(Chapter 8), the gating operations allow for the architecture to control the internal
processing and decide what gets emphasised and what gets ignored. In contrast to
dasNet, the adaptive process does not review the same data several times but processed
the data in an ordered way where the gating of the operations at a certain pixel is
determined by its context.
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Table 9.2. PyraMiD-LSTM on MR Brain Images The performance comparison on MR brain
images. The three error measures used are: the dice overlap (DC), the modified Hausdorf distance
(MD) and the absolute volume difference (AVD). These are evaluated for the classes: grey matter
(GM), white matter (WM) and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). The rank is determined by summing the
ranks of a method in each of these categories.
Structure GM WM CSF
Metric
DC MD AVD DC MD AVD DC MD AVD #
(%) (mm) (%) (%) (mm) (%) (%) (mm) (%)
BIGR2 84.65 1.88 6.14 88.42 2.36 6.02 78.31 3.19 22.8 6
KSOM GHMF 84.12 1.92 5.44 87.96 2.49 6.59 82.10 2.71 12.8 5
MNAB2 84.50 1.69 7.10 88.04 2.12 7.73 82.30 2.27 8.73 4
ISI-Neonatology 85.77 1.62 6.62 88.66 2.06 6.96 81.08 2.66 9.77 3
UNC-IDEA 84.36 1.62 7.04 88.69 2.06 6.46 82.81 2.35 10.5 2
PyraMiD-LSTM 84.82 1.69 6.77 88.33 2.07 7.05 83.72 2.14 7.10 1
The PyraMiD-LSTM runs on a top of the line Titan X NVIDIA GPU, and pushed
its capabilities and memory capacity to its limits, but therefore achieves state-of-the-
art performance on the ISBI NEATBrain15 [Mendrik et al., 2015] dataset. In the next
chapter, we will develop a version of PyraMiD-LSTM that works with data from the
iCub, showing how this method can be applied on a humanoid.
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(a) T1 (b) IR (c) FLAIR
(d) T1 (pre-processed) (e) IR (pre-processed) (f) FLAIR (pre-processed)
(g) segmentation result from PyraMiD-
LSTM
Figure 9.6. Segmentation of Slice 19, Image 1 (a)-(c) are examples of three scan methods
used in the MR brain dataset, and (d)-(f) show the corresponding images after our pre-
processing procedure (see pre-processing in Section Section 9.3). Input (b) is omitted due to
strong artefacts in the data — the other data-types are all used as input to the PyraMiD-LSTM.
The segmentation result is shown in (g).
Part III
Integration
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Chapter 10
Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM
Throughout this thesis, we investigated two aspects of humanoid robotics: robotic
control and visual processing. However, we tackled these directions in isolation from
each other. Additionally, the visual processing algorithms have not been applied on
the iCub.
In this chapter, we develop a synthesis between the two parts and show how this can
be applied on the iCub humanoid. We will show how the robotic control algorithms
allow us to easily set up an experiment where the iCub explores movements, and
integrate this with our visual processing algorithms in order to build a predictive
model.
10.1 Introduction
To perform intelligent actions, a humanoid needs to build a model of its world so it
can predict the effects of its actions. Given such a model, it could decide which actions
are the best and act intelligently. We attempt to build such a model by integrating the
dynamic visual processing capabilities that we developed in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9
with the control algorithms developed in Chapter 3 to Chapter 6. These methods
provide:
• Flexible control methods to create humanoid movements related to certain
tasks.
• Powerful adaptive visual processing algorithms.
We will employ the NGC control algorithm from Chapter 6 to move the robot and
capture the video stream coming from the cameras. NGC is chosen since it allows
for flexible continuous control and the planning capabilities of the TRM are not
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needed in this setting. These images will then be processed by an adapted version of
PyraMiD-LSTM (Chapter 9), that is made suited for prediction of the video stream
from the iCub’s cameras. The images are 2-dimensional, and a stream of them can
be concatenated in a 3-dimensional cube. In this 3-dimensional arrangement, the
dynamics between consecutive images becomes more natural to process.
We will first describe what adaptations we make to PyraMiD-LSTM to do pre-
diction. Then we will introduce the exploration strategy that uses NGC to generate
the data to be processed by the PyraMiD-LSTM. Finally, we show the results of this
experiment.
10.2 Information Flow
The PyraMiD-LSTM is a powerful method that can capture long-range dependencies
in the input data, which is important for prediction. However, the vanilla PyraMiD-
LSTM has several problems that become apparent while predicting images:
• For every pixel, the PyraMiD-LSTM can process information from the entire
input volume. However, this means that information about future images can
leak into parts of the PyraMiD-LSTM that needs to predict those images! It
needs to make sure information can only flow forward in time.
• We want our model of the world to incorporate our actions; e.g. what will I
see if I move my hand to the left? Thus, we need to find a way to condition the
prediction by the PyraMiD-LSTM not only on the previous images but also on
the actions taken by the robot.
To remedy the problem of backwards information flow, we only use oneC-LSTM layer,
which flows forward in time, in contrast to the six of PyraMiD-LSTM. Additionally,
the weights of the C-LSTMwill be generated based on the actions chosen, as explained
in the next section.
10.3 Fast Weights
How can we condition the predictions made by a PyraMiD-LSTM on the actions that
are chosen? A solution to this problem comes from ‘Fast Weights’ [Schmidhuber,
1991]. This method introduces a weight-generating NN that takes as input the actions
and outputs the weights for the predictive model. This idea in incorporated into
the PyraMiD-LSTM resulting in Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM. In the Fast-Weight
PyraMiD-LSTM, the weights of the C-LSTM layer are generated through a multi-layer
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NN. Thus, not the weights of the C-LSTM layer are trained, but the weights of the
NN generating the weights of the C-LSTM layer!
First, the secondary input data are formed into vectors o1, o2 · · · oT , where T is
the length of the sequence and ot ∈ RO is an observation vector. This vector can
incorporate all kinds of information; in this experiment, it contains the difference in
joint parameters ∆qt = qt − qt−1 and task vector ∆τt = τt − τt−1 compared to the
previous time step. These values are concatenated in the observation vector:
ot = ∆qt ⊕∆τt (10.1)
The observation vector is served as input to a neural network:
φt = fθ(ot) (10.2)
where fθ is the neural network, θ are the network parameters and φt is the output, at
time t. The output φ has the same size as the number of parameters in a C-LSTM
layer:
~θdxi(t)⊕ ~θdhi(t)⊕ ~θdxf (t)⊕ ~θdhf (t)⊕ ~θdxo(t)⊕ ~θdho(t) = fθ(ot) (10.3)
where ~θ denotes that the matrix θ is flattened into a vector, and ⊕ denotes vector
concatenation. Each parameter is now dependent on the observation ot, which is
denoted as: θdxi(ot). Together we write the Fast Weight C-LSTM equations:
Fast Weight C-LSTM equations:
idt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxi(ot) + hdt-1 ∗ θdhi(ot) + θdibias) (10.4)
fdt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxf (ot) + hdt-1 ∗ θdhf (ot) + θdfbias) (10.5)
c˜dt = tanh(xdt ∗ θdxc˜(ot) + hdt-1 ∗ θdhc˜(ot) + θdc˜bias) (10.6)
cdt = c˜dt  idt + cdt-1  fdt (10.7)
odt = σ(xdt ∗ θdxo(ot) + hdt-1 ∗ θdho(ot) + θdobias) (10.8)
hdt = odt  tanh(cdt ) (10.9)
h =
∑
d∈D
hd (10.10)
which are the same equations as in Section 9.2, except for the change in weight
terms, which are now dependent on ot through a neural network fθ: θd•(ot). The
resulting architecture is shown in Figure 10.1. Instead of six C-LSTM layers, as in
the regular PyraMiD-LSTM, the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM uses only one Fast
Weight C-LSTM layer to prevent information flowing backward in time.
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Figure 10.1. Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM architecture
is shown. One Fast-Weight C-LSTM block, whose weights are created by a neural network
with actions as input, predicts future images given the previous images and actions.
10.4 Exploration
The NGC algorithm is used to move the robot and build a dataset of the resulting
image stream from the cameras. An exploration policy is needed to steer NGC that
explores the task-space. A possible policy is to choose a random direction at every
time step and move in that direction. However this would result in very jittery and
unnatural movements; we want to have random behaviour that moves more smoothly.
A better alternative is to choose random directions for the acceleration of the
control variable and integrate the result to get a control direction. Our approach uses
a normally distributed acceleration:
x¨ = N (0, σ · I) −λ x˙︸ ︷︷ ︸
damping term
(10.11)
(10.12)
where x¨ is the acceleration of x, σ controls the speed of exploration, and λ is a
damping value.
If we use Euler integration to update the model we get:
x˙t = x˙t−4t +N (0, σ · I) · 4t− λ x˙t4t (10.13)
xt = xt−4t + x˙t−4t · 4t (10.14)
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where 4t is a step size. The resulting system builds up momentum resulting in
directed movements in the space it’s exploring. The same approach has been used to
simulate the learning of place-cells in mice; relying on the efficient exploration of a
space by this method [Franzius et al., 2007].
Without the damping term, the velocity is expected to become increasingly bigger
over time as it integrates a normally distributed value x˙t ∼ N (0,
√
(t)σ · I)). This is
obviously not desired and thus, the damping term is added.
Kinematic Cost Function We will use a simple hand movement as our control
function. The cost function comprises:
Home Pose Cost A home pose cost biases the search algorithm to a natural pose.
Hand Orientation Cost The orientation of the right and left hand are kept straight,
such that the fingers point forward and the hand palm is kept vertical.
Right Hand Cost The position of the right hand is kept fixed with a position cost,
such that is does not interfere with the movements of the left hand.
Looking Cost The left and right eye are pointed toward the left hand by adding a
pointing cost.
The task function is formed by using the position of the left hand:
g(q) = vleft hand (10.15)
This task function is used in the control cost of NGC (see Chapter 6). The robot is
then controlled by changing the goal position τ ∗ of the task function according to the
exploration policy described above. Care is taken to keep the control within certain
bounds of the task-space that is reachable by the robot.
10.5 Experiment
The robot was controlled according to the exploration policy for approximately 30
minutes, taking one frame per second. At every frame, the left image is stored, together
with the task vector and joint parameter vector. Together they are stored in a database
consisting of 1733 images. The resulting database is separated in a training and testing
dataset; the first 90% of the images form the training set and the remaining 10% form
the test set. The images are converted to grey-scale images and are scaled down to
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Scale down
Figure 10.2. Preparation of Data The images in the dataset are scaled down to a resolution
of 40× 30 pixels to reduce the amount of information and keep training times manageable.
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Figure 10.3. Training of Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM The RMSE of the prediction is
shown over training epochs. The RMSE showed here is smoothed over 10 epochs. Every
epoch involves one 20 frames of recorded video. We can see the error slowly descends over
time.
40× 30 pixels, as seen in Figure 10.2. This is done to keep training times low and
reduce the difficulty of the problem.
The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM uses the following parameters: first, a fully
connected layer expands the image into 32 channels, after which an tanh operation is
performed. This is fed to two consecutive Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTMs with 16 and
32 hidden units respectively. The resulting activations are expanded into 64 hidden
activations using another fully connected layer, and after another tanh operation it is
projected down to 1 channel, to form the prediction. The resulting architecture has
451584 parameters. The network is trained on a state-of-the-art NVIDIA Titan XGPU,
using the CUDNN library [Chetlur et al., 2014] to maximally use the 6, 1 GFLOPS
available.
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These parameters are not directly optimised, but are instead defined by the output
of a fast-weight neural network. This neural network takes the 41+3 = 44 dimensional
observation vector as input and feeds it through a 64, 32, and 16 hidden unit layer
in that order. The final output layer projects towards a layer with 451584 values; the
number of weights in the PyraMiD-LSTM network. The network is trained by gradient
descent, running from the prediction images, all the way down to the fast-weight
neural network. It is trained using RMSPROP with momentum (see Section 7.4.2),
with learning rates λmax = .01, λmin = .00001 and halftime = 400.
At every epoch, a random time-slice of 21 consecutive images is taken, of which
the first 20 form the input to the network and the last 20 the target. The observation
vector is given as input to the fast-weight NN, resulting in weights for the Fast-
Weight PyraMiD-LSTM, and predictions are generated, and the backpropagation and
learning update are performed. The drop in training error during training is shown in
Figure 10.3. The training error drops gradually as expected over about 2500 epochs.
Comparison The performance of the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM is compared to
two other systems:
Regular PyraMiD-LSTM without observations A regular PyraMiD-LSTM net-
work with the same parameters and one-directional C-LSTM layer, just like the
Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM, but instead the parameters are trained directly
and not generated by a neural network. Since the weights are not generated,
this network does not receive any information from the observations. It serves
to show how difficult this problem is without observation information.
Regular PyraMiD-LSTM with observations The same network as above, but with
the observation vectors as input. The observations are added using extra chan-
nels in the image; instead of a one-channel grey-scale image, the images are
1+44 channel images where the 44 extra channels encode the observations.
The regular PyraMiD-LSTM without observation information is expected to perform
badly since it does not know which way the robot moves. The PyraMiD-LSTM with
observations should perform better by using this information.
For the training of both systems, we use the same learning parameters as for the
Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM.
Evaluation For evaluation, all possible test-sequences of 31 images are taken from
the test-set. The first 10 images are fed as input to the network to give it some starting
information. Then the 11th image is predicted and added as the 11th input image.
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Now there are 11 input images, and the 12th image is predicted. This image is added
as the 12th input, and the process continues until a full prediction is formed.
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Figure 10.4. Prediction RMSE of Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM The RMSE of the pre-
dictions of a Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM and a regular PyraMiD-LSTM with and without
observation information is shown. The mean and estimated standard deviation of the mean
RMSE over sequences in the test-set are shown for the prediction of 1 to 21 time steps into the
future. In general, the RMSE goes up as prediction time goes up. The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-
LSTM clearly outperforms the regular PyraMiD-LSTMs. It is obvious that the networks
perform better predictions when they can use the observations. It is unclear why the dynamics
of the regular PyraMiD-LSTM are such that the error decreases slightly after 10 steps.
The resulting images are compared to the target and the RMSE is calculated. For
every number of steps into the future, the mean and standard deviation of the mean
are estimated. The results are shown in Figure 10.4. The RMSE goes up as the number
of steps in the future increases, as expected. The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM clearly
outperforms the regular PyraMiD-LSTM with and without observations.
Qualitative prediction results are shown in Figure 10.5. For four different time
sequences, the predictions are shown. It should be noted that predicting several
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images into the future is a very difficult task, especially given the number of degrees
of freedom at work.
As can be seen, the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM can model perspective shifts
caused by head movements, and local changes caused by hand movements. However,
the predictions get blurry further into the future, especially in details of the hand.
The regular PyraMiD-LSTM completely loses track of the future and just predicts
a blurry image. The PyraMiD-LSTM with observations performs much better and
shows the capability to adjust for robot actions, although on average more detail is
lost than with the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM.
It should be noted that the weight-generating network of the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-
LSTMhasmore parameters than the regular PyraMiD-LSTM.However, the evaluation
time of this network is negligible compared to the complex convolutions of the
PyraMiD-LSTM, taking up only 0.1% of the time on average, and thus the overall
evaluation time is practically the same. Thus the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM has a
better performance while having similar computational complexity.
10.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have shown how our NGC kinematic control algorithm can work
together with the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM to learn non-trivial models of the
environment. NGC provided an easy way to set up the experiment to explore a task-
space. The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM was subsequently trained on the images
from the cameras, given the state of the robot given by its parameter vector and task
vector.
The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM is capable of learning non-trivial predictions
including changes in perspective and movements of the hand. The quality of the
predictions deteriorated as the predictions went further into the future, but still showed
resemblance with the actual images.
The predictions are done on scaled-down, low-resolution images to keep the
computational burden low. Scaling up the approach to higher-resolution images is
left for future work, and would require advances in the amount of memory available.
The main result of this chapter is to show how easily an experiment is set up that
learns non-trivial visual processing in a real robotic setting. This is made possible
by advancements made in this thesis, which maximally use the computational power
available to them.
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Figure 10.5. Qualitative Prediction of Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTMQualitative results of
a Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM and a regular PyraMiD-LSTM with and without observations
are shown for four sequences. It should be mentioned that this is a very difficult task; a head
movement can change the perspective of the whole image while hand movements result in
local changes. To learn to accommodate these both possibilities is non-trivial. The PyraMiD-
LSTMs are given 10 actual frames, and from there predict from 1 up to 21 frames into the
future; only the odd time steps are shown. The Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM and PyraMiD-
LSTM with observations are responsive to changes in view-angle and position of the hand,
although the hand quickly becomes blurry. The regular PyraMiD-LSTM without observations
hopelessly loses track of the future, since it can not incorporate action information. The
regular PyraMiD-LSTM with observations performs decent predictions, but on average loses
more detail than the Fast-Weight PyraMiD-LSTM.
Chapter 11
Conclusion
We have asked ourselves the main research question: What innovations are needed to
harness the vast amount of computational power to advance humanoid robotics? In
this light, we developed new control algorithms throughout Chapter 2 to Chapter 6
and developed novel visual processing strategies throughout Chapter 7 to Chapter 9.
In Chapter 10 we showed how the methods from both of these directions can be
integrated into a single experiment. In this final chapter, we will summarise the results
and contributions of this thesis and relate them to the research questions asked in
Section 1.4.
11.1 Main Results and Contributions
We explored the main research question into two parts: one focusing on robotic control,
and the other on visual processing. The first part of the thesis explored Research
Question 1: What innovations are needed for humanoid robotic control algorithms to
harness the vast amount of computational power, and what are the benefits?
Our main results were:
• Sampling-based algorithms are powerful optimisation algorithms that have
many benefits in humanoid kinematic control. Although they require a lot of
computational power, their flexibility in optimising non-differentiable functions
has great applications for inverse kinematics. This was shown with the develop-
ment of Natural Gradient Inverse Kinematics (NGIK) (Chapter 3), by applying
the powerful Natural Evolution Strategies algorithms (Section 3.2) to the in-
verse kinematics problem. NGIK has been shown successful in applications on
the humanoid robot and was published in 2013 [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013b].
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• The computations by NGIK can be put to better use by reusing previous solu-
tions. NGIK is thus used in Chapter 4 to build graphs of solutions that cover
the desired task-space. The task-space forms the degrees of freedom defined
by a freely definable function. The resulting graphs are called Task-Relevant
Roadmaps (TRM) that can be built oﬄine on a fast computer and reused later
for planning. The many applications of this method are shown in the corre-
sponding publication [M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013b] and a corresponding video
[M. F. Stollenga et al., 2013a] which won the AAAI Student Video Award
2013. TRMs have also found applications in other work [Kompella et al., 2015].
• The building of TRMs is done oﬄine because it takes a substantial amount of
time, even on a fast computer. To fully use the available computational power,
we need to use all available cores. Thus, we developed a parallel TRM builder
(Chapter 5). Using a repel cost, several NGIK instances communicate and
coordinate the search through the search space without interfering with each
other. This resulted in substantial speed-ups and was published in 2014 [M. F.
Stollenga et al., 2014].
• Instead of running NGIK until a solution is found, the internal optimisation
step within NGIK can be adjusted to directly form control commands. In this
way, an algorithm that can be run fast enough to perform kinematic control
on the fly emerges, called Natural Gradient Control (NGC) (Chapter 6). Care
must be taken to keep the covariance matrix wide enough to pick up changes in
the cost function, but flexible enough that it can adjust to the shape of the cost
landscape. The resulting algorithm was published in 2015 [M. F. Stollenga
et al., 2015].
On the vision side, we asked: What innovations are needed for computer vision
algorithms to harness the vast amount of computational power, and what are the
benefits? In investigating this question we came to these main results:
• With increased computational power, the incorporation of feedback into CNNs
becomes practical. Although the dynamical feedback process is very complex,
we found that it can be optimised using the NES sampling-based optimisation
algorithm which we also used for kinematic control. This is shown with the
development of dasNet, in joint work with Jonathan Masci, which had state-of-
the-art performance at the time of publication [M. F. Stollenga* and J. Masci*
et al., 2014]). When looking into the activations of dasNet, we see how the
trained policy enhances and suppresses filters to correct an otherwise wrong
classification.
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• The Long Short-Term Memory unit (LSTM) can be used as a gating mecha-
nism to control the visual processing of complex 3D volumetric data. This is
shown with the development of PyraMiD-LSTM, in joint work with Wonmin
Byeon, which is inspired by MD-LSTM but uses a novel connection topol-
ogy to make large scale visual processing possible. Six convolutional LSTM
layers (C-LSTM) efficiently calculate pyramidal contexts for every voxel in
each direction in a volume. The six resulting contexts are then combined to
perform a classification. By pushing the computational and memory limits of a
high-end GPU, state-of-the-art performance was achieved on a difficult brain
segmentation dataset. This work was published in 2015 [M. F. Stollenga* and
W. Byeon* et al., 2015].
Finally, we asked: How can the algorithms emerging from Part I and Part II be
integrated into an actual application on a humanoid robot? The integration of both
parts led to the following result:
• The PyraMiD-LSTM can be used to build a visual predictive model to predict
future images given chosen actions. By developing a special Fast-Weight C-
LSTM layer, whose parameters are not optimised directly but generated by a
neural network, visual predictions can be conditioned on actions. These actions
are formed from control commands from an explorative NGC procedure. The
resulting integrated system learned to predict what the robot would see given
its actions, many time steps into the future.
To summarise, we developed novel algorithms that harness the available computa-
tional power in ways that were not possible before. This resulted in a wide array of
algorithms that advance the field of humanoid robotics and hopefully show how the
ever-increasing computational power allows us to rethink algorithms in a new light.
11.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis can be improved and extended in many ways. We
give an indication of the most promising directions for future work:
Dynamic Control Our work in controlling the robot focused solely on kinematic
control. The work can be extended to dynamic control if a detailed physical
model of the full robot is built. Interestingly, such a model could be learned
from experience by an algorithm. To apply the control of NGC to such dynamic
control, the algorithm needs to be sped up even more. With the introduction
of faster simulations, parallel processing, and GPU acceleration this seems a
promising possibility.
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Cost Function Inference NGIK can optimise a wide range of cost functions. How-
ever, finding the right cost functions and balance them is still a manual process.
Many approaches in robotics can learn from demonstration [Atkeson et al.,
1997; Ijspeert et al., 2002] to avoid this manual construction. This approach
could also be applied to NGIK; given a set of demonstrations on the robot, the
corresponding parameters vectors could be stored. Several positive examples
q+i and negative examples q−i could be demonstrated. Then a cost function
c(q) that is minimised on the positive examples minc c(q+), but has a certain
higher cost on the negatives c(q−) > τ given a threshold τ , could be searched
automatically. If c is optimised under these conditions, a large array of cost
functions could be created automatically simply by demonstrating movements
on the robot.
Advanced dasNet Policies The policy used in dasNet was essentially a one-layer
perceptron. Given that the policy is responsible for steering a complex attention
mechanism, it is desirable that is can perform more complex computations.
Exploring more interesting policy implementations, such as deep NNs, is a
clear future research direction.
4D PyraMiD-LSTM The PyraMiD-LSTM was mainly designed for 3D volumetric
data, but the equations are general and can be applied to any number of dimen-
sions. An interesting application could be the extension to four-dimensional
volumes-over-time data, such as those produced by functional MRI, where
volumetric images of oxygen usage in the brain are recorded over time. Such
applications could provide insights into the workings of the brain. However,
the current 3D PyraMiD-LSTM already pushes the limits on the newest GPU
cards, especially in memory. Thus, advances in hardware or optimisations of
software are needed to make this application possible.
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